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The mission of the RQC as a unique 
scientific center in Russia is 
to achieve a breakthrough in the 
realm of quantum technologies.

MISSION

You hold in your hands the first public report of the Russian 
Quantum Center. We present the results of our work since 
2012, when the organizational period ended and the RQC 
began full operation. 

The research program of the Russian Quantum Center is 
led and supervised by internationally recognized experts in 
the field of quantum science and quantum technologies — 
Karlsruhe Technical Institute Professor Alexey Ustinov, Texas 
A&M and Moscow State University Professor Alexey Zheltikov, 
Director of Research of the Laboratory of Theoretical Physics 
and Statistical Models of the National Center of Scientific 
Research (France) Georgy Shlyapnikov, Scientific Director 
of the Mediterranean Institute of Fundamental Physics 
(Italy) Alexey Kavokin, and Professor of the University of 
Calgary Alexander Lvovsky. The RQC International Advisory 
Board, chaired by Mikhail Lukin, Professor of Harvard Uni-
versity, one of the pioneers of modern quantum tecnologies, 
has played a tremendous role in defining the mission of the 
Russian Quantum Center, selecting the project leaders, and 
shaping the RQC research program.

Many scientists believe that the “brain drain” is connected 
not so much with the low wages for scientific workers in our 
country, as with the impossibility of conducting research at 
a global level due to the lack of modern equipment. There 
are ten laboratories at the Russian Quantum Center (includ-
ing joint ones with other institutes) running cutting-edge 
experimental systems, including unique laser systems, cryo-
genic equipment for working with superconducting devices, 

Directors’ Letter
Dear readers,
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the International Conference on Quantum Technologies, which 
brings together leading scientists from dozens of countries, 
and will take place for the third time in 2015.

A unique feature of the Russian Quantum Center is its atten-
tion to the potential applications of quantum effects. Already, 
five innovative projects have been created at the center to 
develop quantum devices. These are ultrasensitive magnetic 
and optical sensors, and secure communication technologies. 

As of this writing the RQC has obtained over 300 million 
rubles of private investments and about 500 million rubles 
from the leading research funding agencies, such as the 
Skolkovo Foundation, the Russian Foundation for Basic 
Research, the Ministry of Science and Technology of Russian 
Federation, the Russian Science Foundation, and the Founda-
tion for Advanced Studies. A partnership with “Gazprombank” 
is successfully developing, and the RQC has begun collabora-
tion with the state-owned corporation “Rostec”. 

There are numerous facts and figures in this report to 
illustrate the results of the last few years of our work, the 
thousands upon thousands of hour of labor of our colleagues. 
I hope that from these figures you can get a feeling of the 
spirit of scientific inquiry, the spirit for striving for innovation, 
the desire to make our life better – all this is the driving force, 
the hidden energy of our community.
 

Sincerely,
Ruslan Yunusov, CEO

Alexey Zheltikov, Scientific Director

vacuum chambers for creating Bose-Einstein condensate, 
and a unique magnetically shielded room.

For this reason the employees of the Russian Quantum 
Center can compete on equal footing with colleagues from 
world-class quantum institutes. Scientists from the RQC have 
since 2012 published approximately 150 articles, including 
13 in the journals of The Nature Publishing Group, and 18 in 
the journal Physical Review Letters.

The center is beginning to form its own “quantum” ecosystem 
around itself: the leaders of scientific groups attract talented 
undergraduate and graduate students to work with them who 
can obtain firsthand knowledge and experience in research 
work. The RQC is actively work with young scientists: we 
organize classes and lab session that are open to everyone. 
We do much to promote society’s scientific awareness as a 
whole: with the center’s support, the popular science books of 
David Deutsch and Seth Lloyd were published. Evidence of the 
RQC’s important role in global science includes the success of 
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Letter from the 
Chairman of the Board 
of Trusties

Dear Friends,
Almost five years ago, we decided to create a quantum 
research center, a scientific organization with a structure that 
is entirely novel for Russia: compact, with a large fraction of 
private investment, aimed at becoming competitive in the 
international scientific market, and oriented at practical appli-
cation of research results.

Now, only a few years ago, we can report that this experiment 
has become a success: our center was joined by excellent 
scientists from the world’s top laboratories, we are collaborat-
ing with leading international research centers and publishing 
in most prestigious scientific journals. Russian Quantum Center 
has already reached the level of primary foreign quantum 
research institutions according to a number of benchmarks.

This success was to be expected: the Center’s laboratories 
are provided with state-of-the art equipment, the Center 
is joined by Russia’s most talented students. Quantum 
technologies can completely change the world in the next 
decade, and we are already starting to find ways of applying 
our scientific achievements for practical purposes. Center’s 
scientists have started a number of applied projects and 

Quantum technologies 
can completely change 
the world in the next 
decade, and we are 
already starting to find 
ways of applying our 
scientific achievements 
for practical purposes.

FUTURE VISION

one can expect the emergence of quantum devices ready for 
industrial production in a near future.

I am convinced that the foundation we have laid will allow fur-
ther successful development of the Russian Quantum Center. 
It is my hope that it will become one of the seeds in the field 
where the new Russian science will grow: innovative, competi-
tive, and capable of making people’s lives better.

Serguei Beloussov,
Chairman of the Board of Trusties of the RQC
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OVERVIEW 1
RQC funding since  
July 2012

People and publications

Expenditure 
distribution 
(2012-2015)

Skolkovo Foundation
398 812 000 RUB
Grants 51 100 000 RUR
Co-investors* 315 517 000 RUB

Equipment [40%]
Salary [45%]
Other [15%]

* Main investors of RQC: 
 Gazprombank OJSC
 Serguei Beloussov
 Alexander Abramov

RQC in Numbers

 2012 2013 2014

Number of PIs 4 7 10

Number of Researchers
(Postdoc, Visiting Prof, etc)

35 70 122

Number of Students 7 17 25

Number of Postdocs 5 15 24

Number of  
Admin/Tech Support

20 19 24

Number of publications 21 44 72

2013–20142012–2013
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OVERVIEW1
International 
Advisory Board

Mikhail Lukin
(Chairman)
Expertise: Quantum networks and sen-
sors. Professor of Physics at Harvard 
University. Co-Director of the Harvard 
Center for Quantum Optics and the 
Center for Ultracold Atoms of Harvard 
and MIT.
Awards: I.I. Rabi Award and others.

Eugene Demler
Expertise: Many-body problem in 
ultracold gases. Foreign Associate 
of the Quantum Materials Program 
of the Canadian Institute for Advanced 
Research.
Awards: Gutenberg Award, NSF Career 
Award and others.

Wolfgang Ketterie
Expertise: Bose-Einstein condensate. 
Professor of Physics at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. Co-Direc-
tor of the Harvard Center for Quantum 
Optics and Center for Ultracold Atoms 
of Harvard and MIT.
Awards: Nobel Prize (2001) and others.

Tommaso Calarco
Expertise: Quantum communication. 
Professor of Quantum Information 
University of Ulm, Germany. Coordinator 
of several research projects.
Awards: Marie Curie Outgoing Inter-
national Fellowship of the European 
Commission and others.

Peter Zoller
Expertise: Quantum computers. 
Research Director of the Institute for 
Quantum Optics and Quantum Infor-
mation of the Austrian Academy of 
Sciences, Innsbruck, Austria.
Awards: Wolf Prize in Physics (2013), 
Benjamin Franklin Medal and others.

Ignacio Cirac
Expertise: Quantum information theory 
and quantum computing. Director of the 
theoretical division of the Max Planck 
Institute of Quantum Optics, Garching, 
Germany.
Awards: Wolf Prize in Physics (2013), 
Benjamin Franklin Medal and more than 
20 other awards.

The International Advisory Board (IAB), 
consisting of the world leaders in the 
fields of research activities carried 
out by the RQC approves Principal 

Investigators (PI) and oversee other aspects of 
RQC scientific research activities  The IAB shall:

• Proposing appointment of PIs to the  
Board of Trustees (ВоТ) and CEO,

• Propose new members of the BoT and IAB,
• Assess the development  

of the Center’s lines of research,
• Proposing replacement  

of scientific director to the BoT,
• Review annually the reports  

and assess the Center’s activities 
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OVERVIEW

Eugene Polzik
Expertise: Quantum optics and com-
munication. Professor of Physics at the 
Niels Bohr Institute of Copenhagen Uni-
versity, Denmark. Scientific director of 
the Danish Center for Quantum Optics 
QUANTOP.
Grants and awards: Advanced Grant 
from the European Research Council 
(2011), Gordon Moore Distinguished 
Scholar Award (2010) and others. 

John Doyle
Expertise: Cooling of atoms and mol-
ecules. Professor of Physics at Harvard 
University. Co-director of the Harvard 
Center for Quantum Optics. Founder 
of the joint student research program 
between Japan and the USA.

Artur Ekert
Expertise: Quantum computing and 
communication. Professor of Quantum 
Physics at the Mathematical Institute 
of Oxford University. Director of the 
Center for Quantum Technologies at the 
National University of Singapore.
Awards: Maxwell Medal and Prize, 
Hughes Medal of the Royal Society, the 
Descartes Prize of the European Union, 
nd others.

Rainer Blatt
Expertise: Quantum computing with 
ions. Professor and Director of the Insti-
tute of Experimental Physics at Innsbruck 
University. Managing and Research Direc-
tor of the Institute of Quantum Optics 
and Quantum Information at the Austrian 
Academy of Sciences.
Awards: Advanced Grant from the 
European Research Council, Erwin 
Schrodinger Prize and others.

Immanuel Bloch
Expertise: Quantum simulation of 
manybody systems. Professor of Experi-
mental Physics at the  
Ludwig Maximilians University, Munich. 
Scientific Director of the Department of 
Physics of Many-body Systems at the 
Max Planck Institute of Quantum Optics, 
Garching, Germany.
Awards: International Commission for 
Optics Prize, the Leibniz Prize and others.

Alexei Kitaev
Expertise: Topological quantum 
calculation. Professor of Physics and 
Cybernetics at the California Institute of 
Technology.
Awards: MacArthur Fellowship and 
others.

Vladimir Shalaev
Expertise: Metamaterials, transforma-
tion optics, nanophotonics and plas-
monics. Professor at Purdue University, 
USAScientific Director of Nanophotonics 
at the Birck Nanotechnology Center, 
Purdue University.
Honors and Awards: Max Born Award 
of the Optical Society of America 
(2010), Willis E. Lamb Award for Laser 
Science and Quantum Optics (2010).
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OVERVIEW1
Board of Trusties

David Gross
Recipient of a MacArthur Foundation 
Fellowship in 1987 and the Dirac Medal 
in 1988. Nobel laureate of Physics 
(2004) for the discovery of asymptotic 
freedom of quarks. Also formulated the 
theory of the heterotic string with Jef-
frey A. Harvey, Emil Martinec, and Ryan 
Rohm. Holds the Frederick W. Gluck 
Chair in Theoretical Physics at the Kavli 
Institute for Theoretical Physics at the 
University of California, Santa Barbara.

Andrey Akimov
From 1974 to 1987, employed in Vne-
shtorgbank at senior positions. From 1985 
to 1987, was Deputy Director General 
of the Vneshtorgbank branch in Zurich 
(Switzerland). From 1987 to 1990, was 
Director General of Donau Bank in Vienna 
(Austria). From January 1991 to Novem-
ber 2002, was a Managing Director of the 
financial company IMAG GmbH in Vienna 
(Austria) as well as a regular advisor to 
the Chairman of the Management Board 
of Vneshtorgbank. In November 2002, 
became Chairman of the Management 
Board of Gazprombank OJSC.

Alexander Abramov
Head of “Evraz Holding”, the largest 
Russian manufacturer of steel and iron 
(22%). Twenty-eighth on the Russian 
list of Forbes billionaires. Dr. Abramov 
graduated from the Moscow Institute 
of Physics and Technology and had a 
successful career as a physicist until 
1990, when the lack of state funding 
for research institutes forced Abramov 
to go into business. He was engaged 
in plasma physics and chemistry, and 
participated in the design of the “Buran” 
spacecraft.

The Board of Trustees includes 
business leaders and Forbes 
billionaires who invest in high-tech 
industries  Such a high-grade of 

leadership ensures reliable control over the 
quality of scientific output, as well as the 
proper use of funds 

 The Board of Trustees:
• controls financial activities  

and assists in fundraising;
• networks with government and businesses, 

assists in commercializing technologies;
• forms the International Advisory Board 

Serguei Beloussov 
(Chairman)
Entrepreneur with twenty years of 
experience in creating and developing 
international high technology companies. 
Senior partner of the Runa Capital and 
QWave venture capital funds, founder 
and co-owner of the companies Parallels, 
Acronis, Rolsen. Honorary Doctor of MIPT. 
Holds a B.S. in Physics, an M.S. in Physics 
and Electrical Engineering with High 
Honors, and a Ph.D. in Computer Science 
from the Moscow Institute of Physics 
and Technology.

Serguei Kouzmine 
Entrepreneur with twenty years of 
experience in creating and developing 
high technology financial and industrial 
enterprises such as Evraz Group S.A., 
Ritzio Entertainment, and Invest AG. 
Has founded, owned and operated more 
than 10 companies in the banking, retail 
and entertainment industries. Under 
his strategic leadership, each company 
has multiplied its profits over the past 
two decades. Presently a founder and 
executive partner of his own project Quna 
Capital, a $300M venture fund investing 
primarily in quantum technologies.
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OVERVIEW

Dmitry Zauers
Deputy Chairman of the Management 
Board of Gazprombank OJSC. Board 
member of United Heavy Machinery 
Plants (Uralmash-Izhora Group), Izhor-
skiye Zavody OJSC, IZ-Kartex N.A. P.G. 
Korobkov Ltd., Uralmashzavod OJSC, 
Cryogenmash OJSC, Uralmashzavod 
OJSC, GPB-EnergoEffect Ltd., ŠKODA JS 
a.s. supervisory board. Graduated from 
the department of economics of Tomsk 
State University.

Alexei Mordashov
General Director of “Severstal Group” 
and Chairman of the Board of Directors 
of “Severstal”. Third on the list of Forbes 
billionaires. Cavalier of the Order for 
Merit to the Fatherland I and II class. 
Graduate of the Leningrad Engineer-
ing-Economical Institute, he later gained 
an MBA from Northumbria University 
in Newcastle upon Tyne in 2001. He is 
also an Honorary Doctor of the Saint 
Petersburg State University of Engineer-
ing and Economics and Northumbria 
University, UK.

Nikolay Suetin
Director for Science and Research at the 
Skolkovo Foundation IT Cluster, Doctor 
of Science in Physics, more than 200 
scientific publications and 20 patents. 
As Director for Development of New 
Projects in R&D for Intel Technologies, 
completed more than 30 successful 
projects. Member of the Microelectronic 
Systems Conference Scientific Commit-
tee and of the “Nano Giga Challenge in 
Electronics, Photonics and Renewable 
Energy” Symposium.

Alexander Galitsky
Over 10 years, founded and directed 
four innovative IT companies. Author of 
more than 30 inventions and patents. 
He was named by independent agencies 
as the most influential person in the 
Russian IT and Internet industry during 
1994-98 and again in 2000-2001. In 
2000, he was recognized as a “Tech-
nology Pioneer” by the World Economic 
Forum in Davos. Member of the Board 
of Trustees of the “Skolkovo” Fund.

Paul Moritz
Founder of the company Pi (software 
for cloud platforms), which became 
part of the EMC corporation, where 
Moritz served as president of cloud 
infrastructure. Has been Chief Executive 
Officer and Director of VMware since 
July 2008. Prior to founding Pi, he spent 
14 years working at Microsoft Corpora-
tion, where he served as a member of 
the five-person Executive Committee 
that managed the company overall 
until 2000. Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of the Microfinance Grameen 
Foundation Fund.

Andrey Ivashchenko
Andrey Ivashchenko, Doctor of Engineer-
ing Science, MBA, is the chairman of the 
CHT “ChemRar” group, and supervisory 
director of MIPT. Andrey started his 
undertaker career as an MIPT student 
in 1988, and has successfully managed 
international non-governmental projects 
in biotechnology and “live systems” for 
more than 15 years, while at the same 
time guiding integrated research of 
innovative pharmaceutical drugs, chem-
ical and pharmacological properties of 
reagents, as well as clinical tests.
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OVERVIEW1
The main scientific fields of the RQC are experimental research in quantum information 
processing, quantum optics, quantum construction of new material, precise quantum 
measurements, as well as the development of the theoretical background for these works  
There are currently ten scientific groups led by principal investigators at the RQC  Here is the 
list of groups with their founding dates and main research topics  Detailed descriptions of 
groups can be found in Part 2 “Groups & Labs” of this Annual Report 

Scientific Research

Superconducting  
Quantum Circuits (2012)
Alexey Ustinov

• Superconducting quantum circuits
• Integrated technology of superconductivity/ferromagnetism based digital logic
• Quantum microwave photonics

Coherent Microoptics and 
Radiophotonics (2014)
Michael Gorodetsky

• Physics of high-Q optical, microwave and mechanical systems 
• Whispering gallery modes in optical and microwave resonators 
• Optical microspheres applications in photonics and experimental technique

Magnetooptics, plasmonics  
and nanophotonics (2013)
Vladimir Belotelov

• Research at the interface of plasmonics and magnetooptics 
• Magnetoplasmonic crystals
• Applied nanophotonics

Quantum Optics (2012)
Alexander Lvovsky

• Macroscopic entangled states
• Characterization of quantum optics black boxes
• Quantum tomography

Many-body theory (2013)
Georgy Shlyapnikov

• Leading world theoretician in the field of strongly correlated systems 
• Physics of quantum gases and liquids 
• Ultracold plasma 

Quantum Simulators  
and Integrated Photonics (2012)
Alexey Akimov

• Leading world theoretician in the field of strongly correlated systems 
• Physics of quantum gases and liquids 
• Ultracold plasma

Quantum Polaritonics (2014)
Alexey Kavokin

• Quantum optical and terahertz radiation sources based on exciton-polaritons
• Mesoscopic transport of bosonic spin

Precision quantum  
measurements (2014)
Nikolay Kolachevskiy

• Precise time measurements
• High-resolution spectroscopy
• Measurements of fundamental constants
• Nonlinear resonances in atomic ensembles

Correlated Quantum  
systems (2013)
Alexey Rubtsov

• Physics of condensed matter
• Monte Carlo simulation
• Strongly non-local states 

Advanced Photonics (2012)
Alexey Zheltikov  
The RQC Scientific Director

• Photonics solutions for quantum technologies
• Photonics instruments, interfaces for quantum technologies
• Quantum methods for exploring live cells
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OVERVIEW

One of the main tasks of the RQC is to facilitate the conversion of results of fundamental 
scientific research in the field of quantum physics to applied developments and subsequent 
commercial quantum technologies that are ready for the market  This transition to 
commercialization has historically been difficult for Russian science  However at the RQC, despite 
the youth of the organization, five spin-offs have already been launched that are scheduled 
to release commercial products within one to three years  Below is a list of these projects 
that indicates their directors and main goals  Detailed descriptions of project can be found in 
Part 3 “Spin-offs” of this Annual Report 

Applied Projects 
(Spin-offs)

Coherent Raman  
microscope
Sergei Nikitin
Aleksei Zheltikov

The vast potential of coherent Raman spectroscopy is currently hindered by prohibitive costs, 
relatively high energy consumption and the general complexity of laser sources suitable for this 
purpose. This project aims to facilitate and commercialize a new generation of field-deployable 
coherent Raman microscopes employing broadly tunable, mechanically robust and compact 
laser sources. 

Solid-state  
photomultiplier
Dmitriy Shushakov 

The goal of the project is to develop a new generation of solid state photomultipliers – devices that 
can efficiently detect few-photon as well as high intensity optical signals of up to a million photons. 
The market demand for the product to be developed in this project can be explained by: decreased 
production cost, device size, and its sensitivity to physical stress and magnetic fields compared to 
photomultiplier tubes. It also does not require high-voltage power supply equipment.

Ultrasensitive room 
temperature magnetic  
field sensors
Petr Vetoshko

Our recent results allowed us to establish a spin-off project on ultrasensitive magnetometers. 
They are based on thin film (1-5 µm thick) magnetic disks of rare earth iron garnets. Small 
magnetic fields are measured by the detection of minor asymmetries of the hysteresis loop 
caused by them. The hysteresis is measured either by electromagnetic induction or by magneto-
optical effects. In the latter case a specially tailored plasmonic pattern is deposited on top of 
the magnetic disk.

Spin-diode
Konstantin Zvezdin

The project is aimed at the development, fabrication, industrialization, and commercialization 
of spin-diode based devices for information and communication and energy harvesting 
applications. The spin-diode effect, which results in potential differences in the magnetic tunnel 
nanocontacts excited by microwave spin-polarized current, was first demonstrated in 2005.

Quantum Cryptography
Yury Kurochkin

The project focuses on the development and commercialization of devices for the quantum 
protection of information. The key competitive advantages of the project are: the opportunity 
to disclose the source code for licensing, which is impossible for foreign companies, lower price 
due to manufacturing costs in Russia, and a proprietary quantum cryptography protocol that 
increases the transmission distance of the quantum key distribution.
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GROUPS &  
LABS
Superconducting Quantum  
Circuits                                                14 
PI: Alexey Ustinov

Coherent Microoptics  
and Radiophotonics                               16 
PI: Michael Gorodetsky

Magnetooptics, Plasmonics  
and Nanophotonics                                18 
PI: Vladimir Belotelov 

Quantum Optics                                    21 
PI: Alexander Lvovsky

Many-Body Theory                                24 
PI: Georgy Shlyapnikov

Quantum Simulators  
and Integrated Photonics                        26 
PI: Alexey Akimov

Quantum Polaritonics                            28 
PI: Alexey Kavokin 

Precision Quantum Measurements          29 
PI: Nikolay Kolachevsky

Correlated Quantum Systems                  32 
PI: Alexey Rubtsov

Advanced Photonics                              34 
PI: Aleksei Zheltikov

2





GROUPS & LABS

Alexey 
Ustinov

 Titles and positions
• Professor of 

Experimental Physics, 
Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology, Germany

• Winner of Russian 
mega-grant for the 
new lab at MIS&S 
(2011)

 Awards and prizes
• Alexander von 

Humboldt Research 
fellowship

• Stephanos 
Pnevmatikos award 
for research in 
nonlinear phenomena

Superconducting 
Quantum Circuits

Research Topics
• Superconducting quantum circuits
• Quantum metamaterials
• Hybrid quantum systems
• Close collaboration with ISSP RAS (Prof. 

Ryazanov) on Josephson π-junctions  
based on superconductor-ferromagnet 
technology, enabling both digital and  
quantum circuits

• Superconducting qubits  
and microwave circuits

• Scalable quantum information circuit 
architectures.

Members
Prof. Alexey Ustinov, head of the group
Prof. Valery Ryazanov, affiliated faculty
Dr. Ivan Khrapach, postdoctoral fellow
Dr. Jean-Loup Smirr, postdoctoral fellow
Vlad Shkolnikov, PhD student
Kirill Shulga, PhD student
Vladimir Oboznov, engineer
Sergei Egorov, technologist  
Nikolay Stepakov, technician

Affiliated members 
Prof. Oleg Astafiev, Royal Holloway  
University, London, UK
Prof. Evgeni Il’ichev, Leibniz Institute  
for Photonic Technology, Jena, Germany

Our research on superconducting quantum circuits aims at scalable qubit 
architecture and quantum metamaterials  The ultimate goal of this work is 
an implementation of quantum processors and quantum simulators, using 
superconducting and other realizations of qubits  Due to massive parallelism 
built into their hardware, quantum processors would allow unprecedented 
computing power and could make feasible the modeling of complex systems 
and phenomena  Another aspect offers smaller-scale special purpose quantum 
simulators for specific complex systems, for example, to design new materials 
simulating the electronic structure of various chemical compounds 

Only two labs, RQC and MIS&S 
in Russia can do experiments 
with superconducting qubits 
so far. Already in 2013, we 
performed first measurement 
of a qubit in Russia. 

UNIQUNESS

July 2012
Superconducting 

Quantum Circuits group 
formed at RQC

March 2013
First units of RQC-owned technological 
equipment installed at RQC nanofabrication and 
cryogenic facility in Chernogolovka

July 2013
First measurement of a qubit in 

Russia in cooperation with NUST 
MIS&S  The qubit itself was 

fabricated in Germany by our 
collaborators at IPHT Jena led by 

Prof  Evgeni Il’ichev 

May-June 2014
Installation of 

PLASSYS evaporator 
and BlueFors dilution 

cryostat

PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR

2
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GROUPS & LABS

Superconducting quantum circuits 
have made truly amazing progress 
in the past decade. Thanks to heroic 
efforts of several world-leading 
groups, the coherence times of 
superconducting qubits increased 

by 5 orders of magnitude during the past 12 
years – from few nanoseconds to fractions 
of milliseconds. The two key requirements for 
realizing a quantum computer are the manipu-
lation of qubit registers and the measurement 
of their state. We are exploring a new approach 
combining parallel manipulation and readout 
of multiple qubits using a frequency division 
multiplexing scheme. The advantage of this 
technique is that it is scalable, in principle, to 
an arbitrarily large number of devices. The 
architecture employs resonators of different 
frequencies for individual qubits, all addressed 
using a single common microwave transmission 
line that connects the qubit chip to the readout 
electronics. Using this technique, we aim at 
investigating fundamental questions related 
to collective coherence for multi-qubit systems 
such as cross-correlations in the noise.

Emerging new field of quantum metamaterials 
involves ensembles of qubits acting as artificial 
two-level atoms coupled to transmission lines and 
microwave resonators. We intend to develop arrays 
of superconducting qubits towards novel quan-
tum metamaterials. Our approach to constructing 
quantum metamaterials will employ superconduct-
ing qubits with ferromagnet-based phase shifters. 
Superconductor-ferromagnet-superconductor (SFS) 
junctions having inverted current-phase relation 
open new possibilities for both digital and quantum 
superconducting circuits. Our first experiments 
with such π-junctions have shown no degradation 
of quantum coherence related to the presence of 
SFS junctions in qubits. π-junction flux qubits are 
capable of operating at a symmetry point at zero 
magnetic field and, therefore, should be immune to 
various decoherence factors. Moreover, zero-field 
operation mode of these devices should make it 
possible fabricating quantum metamaterials with 
very small spread of qubit parameters, which is 
required for coherent operation. We are exploring 
the decoherence limits of SFS-based circuits by 
measuring the energy relaxation and dephasing 
induced by these devices at microwave frequencies.

September 2014
Dr  Jean-Loup 

Smirr and Dr  Ivan 
Khrapach performed 

first microwave 
spectroscopy of 

a flux qubit in 
Chernogolovka

December 2013-March 2014
Room renovation and 
preparation for installing 
the dilution fridge started in 
Chernogolovka

!

Actual research
 
Fabrication of superconducting qubits and 
SFS junctions. Experiments with individual 
superconducting qubits and arrays of 
qubits, microwave spectroscopy. Pulsed 
measurements and qubit manipulation 
experiments are in preparation.

50 Russian 
internet sites 

and radio broad-
casting station 
covered a RCQ 
public news release 
about country’s 
first measurement 
of qubit in our  
laboratory 

May 2015
First superconducting qubits are fabricated in Russia 

within RQC-MIPT-MIS&S cooperation

November 2014
Nature Communications published 

our paper on the first implementation 
of a quantum metamaterial using 

superconducting qubits
May-June 2014

Installation of 
PLASSYS evaporator 

and BlueFors dilution 
cryostat

HIGHLIGHT
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Coherent Microoptics 
and Radiophotonics
The group was founded in March 2015  The main directions of research 
are associated with whispering gallery mode optical microresonators – 
tiny transparent disks or spheroids that can catch light (having a giant 
quality factor up to 1012)  We are investigating different classical nonlinear 
and quantum effects in these resonators and are looking for practical 
applications  The hottest and most promising part of our work is associated 
with optical frequency combs which can be used in compact devices for 
high-precision spectroscopy, as ultrastable microwave sources, and to 
generate femtosecond optical pulses  Another interest of the group is 
microresonators composed of electrooptic materials for radiophotonic 
applications and cavity quantum electrodynamic experiments 

Michael 
Gorodetsky

 Titles and positions
• PhD in Physics, 

Doctor of Science;
• Professor at 

M. V. Lomonosov 
Moscow State 
University;

• Visiting professor, 
EPFL (Switzerland).

 Awards and prizes
• Best young scientist 

of Moscow State 
University;

• Alexander von 
Humboldt fellowship;

• President of Russia 
fellowship “Young 
Doctors of Sciences”;

• Dynasty foundation 
fellowship for young 
doctors of sciences;

• 10 years Russian 
Wikipedia prize “For 
essential contribution 
to the development 
of the project”, Article 
of the Year in Natural 
Sciences;

• other awards.

Research Topics
Optical high-Q microresonators  
in precision measurements:
• Theory of optical whispering-gallery 

microresonators;
• Development of promising  

radiophotonic devices;
• Quantum effects of the interaction of optical 

and microwave fields in nonlinear cavity;
• Optomechanics of microresonators.

Optical microresonator based frequency 
combs (with EPFL, Prof. T. Kippenberg):
• Stable low-noise Kerr frequency combs;
• Stable microwave oscillators;
• Generation of femtosecond pulses;
• Optical dissipative solitons.

Laser gravitational-wave antennae  
(in LIGO Scientific Collaboration):
• Quantum limitations of measurement;
• Fundamental mechanisms of noises;
• Perspective optical materials for next 

generation antennae.

Members
Igor Bilenko, Doctor of Sciences
Valery Lobanov, PhD
Nikita Kondratiev, PhD student
Grigory Likhachev, PhD student
Nikolay Pavlov, PhD student
Yury Demchenko, external
Vasily Mikhailov, student
Benjamin Brodetsky, student
Mikhail Libman, student
Arseniy Epishin, student
Alexander Ivanov, student
Edward Upakov, student
Alena Ostapchenko, student, external
Artem Cherenkov, student, external
Alexander Sobolev, student, external

03.03.2014
The first group 
meeting

April 2014
We got a group server for 
numerical simulations and 
optical tables but the lab is 
not ready yet June 2014

Optical tables and the first 
piece of equipment (Arbitrary 
Function Generator Tektronix 
AFG3102) installed

GROUPS & LABS

October 2014
First optical materials for 

optical microresonators are 
bought for the lab  

(CaF2, MgF2, LiNbO3, SiO2)

PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR

2
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The most exciting 
adventure in 

our group during 
the last year was 
the installation of 
the quarter million 
USD high-precision 
lathe in the lab using 
our manpower  
It was absolutely 
not a trivial task to 
squeeze this delicate 
but one-ton-weight 
machine through the 
doorway only one 
centimeter wider 

We are preparing optical 
experiments with 
microresonator based optical 
frequency combs in visible 
and near infrared regions and 
are working on ultrasensitive 
microresonator based 
radiophotonic receivers.

Uniqueness
The laboratory is the leading one working 
with optical high-Q microresonators and 
the only one working with microresonator 
based optical frequency combs and 
modulators in Russia. We are expecting 
to obtain some advantage over other 
leading groups in the world using our new 
industrial diamond tool machine.

GROUPS & LABS

High-precision diamond lathe

$230 000
Two large optical tables

~$50 000
Tunable laser with narrow 

linewidth Velocity TLB-6704

~$30 000

16-20.11.2014
Prof  Tobias Kippenberg 
(EPFL, Switzerland) is 
our guest

December 2014
Diamond tool and first 
optical equipment 
from Thorlabs arrived 
at the lab

February 2015
Optical microscopes obtained from BestScope 
(China) and diamond tool lathe installed in the lab

09-15.03.2015
Training in DAC ALM 
headquarters (Santa-Barbara, 
CA, USA – G  Likhachev, 
N  Pavlov)

March 2015
First laser from Newport 

arrives and first group’s paper 
done at RQC is published in 

Optics Express

MAIN LAB EQUIPMENT

The Lab

UNIQUNESS

HIGHLIGHT
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Vladimir 
Belotelov 

 Titles and positions
• PhD, Doctor of 

Science (Habil.)
• Associate Professor at 

Lomonosov Moscow 
State University.

 Awards and prizes
• Alexander von 

Humboldt Research 
Fellowship (2013)

• First prize in the 
competition of the 
research works of 
young scientists at 
Lomonosov Moscow 
State University 
(2011, 2007). 

GROUPS & LABS

Magneto-optics, 
Plasmo nics & 
Nanophotonics

Research Topics
Magnetoplasmonics 
• Smart magnetoplasmonic nanostructures 

for light control via magnetic field 
•  Magneto-optical phase effects
•  Nonreciprocity effects in plasmonic materials 

with broken time and space inversion 
symmetries

•  Tunable plasmonic waveguides of type  
metal-insulator-metal

•  Magneto-optics of self-organized composites
•  Magneto-optics of photonic crystals with 

plasmonic cover
•  Nonreciprocity of magnetic nanowires

Active plasmonics 
Control of surface plasmon polaritons by:
•  magnetic fields (due to the direct magneto-

opticаl effects)

Permanent members
Prof. Anatoly Zvezdin, Doctor of Science (Habil.) 
Andrey Kalish, PhD, senior researcher
Daria Ignatyeva, PhD, senior researcher
Alexander Chernov, PhD, senior researcher 
Pavel Kapralov, PhD, senior researcher 
Grigory Knyazev, PhD, senior researcher 
Nikolai Khokhlov, PhD, researcher 
Nikolay Gusev, PhD student, junior researcher 
Mikhail Kozhaev, PhD student, junior researcher 
Daria Sylgacheva, student, junior researcher 
A.A. Kuz’michev, student, junior researcher
Olga Borovkova, PhD, senior researcher (for the 
term of RQC fellowship 2013-2015)

Our group focuses on fundamental and applied research in the area of active 
plasmonics and nanophotonics  We investigate problems of direct and inverse 
magnetophotonics: how to control light via external magnetic fields and how 
to control magnetization and spins via ultrashort light pulses  We enhance 
this impact by using specially designed smart nanostructures with surface 
plasmon excitation  Going in this direction, we already managed to design and 
demonstrate (i) а magnetoplasmonic chemo- and biosensor and (ii) ultrasensitive 
magnetic field sensor  The other breathtaking result is excitation of spin waves  
by femtosecond pulses, which paves a way towards applied magnonics 

•  electric fields (due to the magnetoelectric effect)
•  fs light pulses (due to the inverse magneto-

optical effects)
•  spin-polarized currents

Quantum plasmonics 
•  Plasmons in hybrid structures with giant spin-

orbit interaction
•  Electrodynamics of molecular nanoclusters 
•  Magnetic field controlled tunneling of surface 

plasmon polaritons in multilayer structures
•  Optical spin transfer torque in hybrid 

semiconductor-ferromagnet nanostructures
•  Magnetoplasmonics in gain media

Ultrafast optical control  
of magnetization 
•  Optically induced spin waves in smooth and 

patterned magnetics
•  Optical control of magnetic vortices
•  Inverse Faraday effect in magnetoplasmonic 

structures
•  Inverse Transverse Kerr effect

Applications 
•  Ultrasensitive flux-gate magnetometer
•  Ultrasensitive magnetoplasmonic 

magnetometer
•  Magnetoplasmonic visualizer  

of magnetic fields
•  Magnetoplasmonic chemo- and biosensor
•  Nonreciprocal elements for integrated optics 

(optical isolators, circulators etc.)
•  Physical principal of magnetic holographic 

memory

2
PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR

Temporary 
members 
involved 
in the two 
spin-offs 

Petr Vetoshko,  
senior researcher 
Konstantin Zvezdin, 
PhD, senior researcher 
Petr Skirdkov,  
PhD student, 
researcher
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Magnetic Shielded room 
3.9×2.9×2.4 m

€275 000
Tunable femtosecond Ti:Sapphire 

laser Newport (Mai-Tai),  
690–1040 nm, 2.5 W

$160 000
Optical parametric oscillator. 

Spectral working region Inspire 
optical parametric oscillator: 
345−520 nm, 490−750 nm, 

690−1040 nm, 930−2500 nm

$90 000
Horiba iHR-320 spectrometer 

together with water cooled CCD 
(Syncerity)

€40 000
Optical table Newport  

M-ST-514-18, 4200×1500 mm, 
pneumatic stabilization

$25 000

MAIN LAB EQUIPMENT

July 2013
The group was 
established

August 2013
First publication with 
RQC affiliation in Nature 
Communications: V  I  Belotelov, 
et al  “Plasmon-mediated 
magneto-optical transparency”, 
Nature Communica tions 4:  
2128 (2013)

July 2014
First experiments in 
the RQC laboratory 
were started

September 2014
We won a big research grant 
from the Russian Science 
Foundation (2014–2016, total 75 
million rubles): “Ultrasensitive 
magnetiс field sensors for 
magnetocardiography”

We are the only group  
in Russia to succeed in  
excitation of spin waves  
in iron garnets by ultrashort 
laser pulses.

December 2014
Experimental sample of the 

magnetoplasmonic biosensor 
is demonstrated  Its sensitivity 

is about 10-6 RIU

UNIQUNESS
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The Lab

Experiments in the Lab
• Excitation of the spin dynamics in iron 

garnets by femtosecond laser pulses  
(first intriguing results are obtained).

• Magnetoplasmonic chemo- and biosensor 
(first prototype is ready).

• Ultrasensitive magnetic field sensing (first 
prototype is ready).

• Gain plasmonics in garnet/gold 
nanostructures (first results are obtained).

• Magneto-optics of self-organized magneto-
optical waveguides  
(most measurements are completed).

• Magneto-optics of photonic crystals with 
plasmonic cover (completed, published).

• Excitation of the optical spin transfer torque 
in hybrid semiconductor-ferromagnet 
nanostructures  
(samples are ready, to be started in June, 
2015).

Our biggest occa-
sion to worry was 
during the purchase 
of the magnetical-
ly-shielded room  
It was very expen-
sive, and the 
purchase occurred 
right during the cur-
rency crisis in late 
2014   Neverthe-
less, in the spring 
of 2015 the room 
was installed at the 
RQC  It is the best 
magnetic shielded 
room in Russia 

GROUPS & LABS

February 2015
We succeeded in local excitation 
of the spin waves by femtosecond 
laser pulses  This is a first for 
Russia

March 2015
Magnetic field sensor 
with sensitivity 
of 100 fT / Hz1 / 2 is 
demonstrated

April 2015
Nickolay Khokhlov defended 
his PhD thesis and obtained the 
PhD degree

First structure for the Spin 
transfer  diode is designed and 
fabricated in collaboration with 
Taiwan colleagues

A unique feature of our laboratory is that we conduct experimental and 
theoretical research in the area of active plasmonics and use for this 
specially tailored smart nanostructures – magnetoplasmonic crystals 
with iron garnets  Their outstanding properties are put to use in two 
devices with enhanced sensitivity: magnetoplasmonic chemo- and 
biosensor and magnetic field sensor 

Spring 2015
Unique magnetic shielded 
room for experiments with 
ultrasensitive magnetic field 
sensors is constructed

• Spin dynamics in hybrid structures with giant 
spin-orbit interaction  
(samples are ordered, start is planned for 
September, 2015).

• Tunable plasmonic waveguides of the type 
metal-insulator-metal  
(samples are being designed, start is 
planned for November, 2015).

HIGHLIGHT

2
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Alexander 
Lvovsky 

 Titles and positions
• Professor of Physics, 

University of Calgary 
(Canada)

• Tier II Canada 
Research Chair

• Fellow, Canadian 
Institute for Advanced 
Research

• Editor, Optics Express

 Awards and prizes
• International 

Quantum 
Communication 
Award

• Alberta Ingenuity New 
Faculty Award

• Emmy Noether Award 
of the Deutsche 
Forschungsge-
meinschaft

• Alexander von 
Humboldt Research 
fellowship

• other awards and 
prizes

Members
Yury Kurochkin, postdoc, RQC Fellow,  
till 12/2014, now leading the Quantum  
Cryptography spin-off
Aleksey Fedorov, MS student, RQC Fellow, till 
12/2013, now with group Many-body theory)
Ilya Fedorov, PhD Student, RQC Fellow
Alexander Ulanov, PhD Student
Arseniy Bozhenko, engineer (04-12/2013)
Anastasia Pushkina, MS student, from 07/2014
Demis Dychev, PhD student, from 02/2015
Oksana Borzenkova, MS student,  
from 02/2015

Quantum Optics
The quantum optics group specializes in developing new techniques 
of synthesizing, manipulating and characterizing light for applications 
in quantum information technology  To date, we have completed three 
experimental projects 

1] Complete multimode quantum 
optical process tomography
The evolution of quantum logic technologies 
requires an instrument to characterize each ele-
ment of the quantum circuit. In quantum process 
tomography, the element (quantum process) is 
tested by probe states and the output measure-
ment allows one to predict the result of the pro-
cess on an arbitrary density matrix. The recently 
proposed technique of coherent state quantum 
process tomography [M. Lobino et al., Science 
322: 563 (2008)], in combination with the 
maximum likelihood method, permits complete 
and experimentally plausible characterization of 
optical quantum processes. To date, however, it 
has only been applied to single-mode processes. 
We generalized the method to multi-mode 
processes. We demonstrated complete quan-
tum process tomography of the beamsplitter, a 
widely used two-mode process. For Fock states 
up to N = 2, it is characterized by a rank-8 tensor 
which has 103 non-zero, generally complex 
elements. While the method uses only coherent 
states for process probing, the method allows 
predicting the quantum properties of the process 
like the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect.  1

Research Topics
• Quantum states of light  

and matter on demand
• Entangled states on a macroscopic scale
• Characterization of quantum-optical  

“black boxes”
• Quantum tomography

Publication: I. A. Fedorov,  
A. K. Fedorov, Y. V. Kurochkin 
and A. I. Lvovsky. Tomography 
of a multimode quantum 
black box. New J. Phys. 17: 
043063 (2015).

 1

PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR
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GROUPS & LABS

2] Quantum vampire: action 
at a distance of the photon 
annihilation operator
We study a situation in which the photon annihi-
lation operator is applied to an optical mode that 
has a partial overlap with another mode prepared 
in a certain optical state. For example, a single 
photon is extracted from a laser beam by a cloud 
of weakly absorbing atoms occupying only a part 
of the beam’s cross-section. Surprisingly, such 
intervention will not create any “shadow” in the 
beam. The energy will be drawn out of the whole 
mode, leaving its spatial and temporal structure 
undisturbed, regardless of the mode to which the 
annihilation operator is applied.

In the experiment, we demonstrated the above 
effect in application to the 1- and 2-photon Fock 
states of an optical field, distributed over the two 
arms of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. When 
photon annihilation occurs in one of its arms, 
it affects the quantum state in the other arm – 
so that, when recombined at the output of the 
interferometer, the resulting state is, respectively, 
a pure 0- or 1-photon Fock state. We verify this 
experimentally via homodyne tomography.  2

Our continuous-variable 
quantum optics lab is unique 
in Russia. In the world, 
there are only three or four 
labs doing research on a 
similar subject, in France, Italy 
and Japan.

3] Undoing the effect of loss on 
quantum entanglement
Entanglement is paramount in quantum tech-
nology. However, entangled states are difficult 
to prepare and vulnerable to decoherence and 
losses. This issue is particularly significant 
in quantum optical communications where 
entanglement needs to be distributed over long 
distances. It can be addressed using entan-
glement distillation, a procedure in which the 

parties use classical communications and local 
operations to obtain, from a set of entangled 
states, a smaller set of states with a higher 
level of entanglement.

Entanglement distillation is a process via which 
the strength and purity of quantum entangle-
ment can be increased probabilistically. It is a 
key step in many quantum communication and 
computation protocols. In particular, entangle-

Publication: I. A. Fedorov, 
A. E. Ulanov, Y. Kurochkin 
and A. I. Lvovsky. Quantum 
vampire: collapse-free action 
at a distance by the photon 
annihilation operator.  
Optica 2: 112-115 (2015)

 2

July 2012
First student (Aleksey 
Fedorov) goes on 
an internship to the 
University of Calgary

October 2012
Purchasing equipment 

for the lab begins

January 2013
Alex Lvovsky joins  

the lab full-time for 
a sabbatical leave

March 2013
First optical table 
arrives

July 2013
Experiments begin

UNIQUNESS

2
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February 2015
“Quantum vampire” 

paper published  
in Optica

MAIN LAB EQUIPMENT

Coherent pulsed Ti:Sapphire 
laser system Mira-900D 
pumped by a Verdi 12W 

diode laser

$215 000
Agilent Acqiris U1084A 

acquisition card

$35,000
Agilent Infiniium 2.5 GHz 

oscilloscope

$20,000
Four Excelidas SPCM-14-AQR-FC 

photon detectors

$20,000
Newport Smart optical  

table 1.5×3 m

$15,000

ment distillation is a necessary component of 
the quantum repeater, a device which counters 
the degradation of entanglement that inevitably 
occurs due to losses in a communication line. 
We have implemented an experiment on dis-
tilling the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) state 
of light, the workhorse of continuous-variable 
entanglement, using the technique of noiseless 
amplification. In contrast to previous implemen-
tations, the entanglement enhancement factor 
achievable by our technique is not fundamen-
tally limited and permits recovering an EPR 
state with a macroscopic level of entanglement 
no matter how low the initial entanglement 
or how high the loss may be. In particular, we 
recover the original level of entanglement after 
one of the EPR modes has passed through a 
channel with a loss factor of 20. The level of 
entanglement in our distilled state is higher 
than that achievable by direct transmission of 
any state through a similar loss channel. This is 

Publication: A. E. Ulanov,  
I. A. Fedorov, A. A. Pushkina, 
Y. Kurochkin, T. C. Ralph 
and A. I. Lvovsky. Undoing 
the effect of loss on 
quantum entanglement. 
arXiv:1504.00886.

a key bench-marking step towards the realiza-
tion of a practical continuous-variable quantum 
repeater and other CV quantum protocols.  3

Research in progress and 
planned
Our planned research aims at further enhancing 
our capabilities in the field of quantum com-
munications by distributing entangled states 
over long distances. We plan to send a mode 
of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) state (the 
workhorse of continuous-variable entanglement) 
through an urban atmospheric channel over a 
distance of a few kilometers. Subsequently, the 
state will be subjected to the entanglement 
distillation procedure in order to repair the losses 
that the EPR state has experienced in the process 
of this communication.

 3

March 2014
Experiment on multimode 
quantum process 
tomography completed

July 2014
The effect of “quantum 
vampire” discovered

Educational activity
In addition to research, we set up classes on quantum mechanics for 
talented students of Moscow high schools. These weekly two-hour 
classes employed a tutorial system in which each student did the 
reading and solved homework problems at home, and then discussed 
them with the tutor in class. The program included the notions of 
Hilbert space, quantum states, operators, axioms of quantum physics, 
measurements, the Schrödinger equation, quantum paradoxes, non-
locality, Bell inequalities, quantum cryptography, teleportation, and 
computing. Ten our students graduated in 2013.
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Georgy 
Shlyapnikov 

 Titles and positions
• Director of Research, 

LPTMS CNRAS, Orsay 
(France)

• Professor of the 
University of 
Amsterdam (The 
Netherlands)

• Associate Editor of 
Advances in Physics

• Co-editor of European 
Physics Letters

 Awards and prizes
• Humboldt Prize 

(Germany, 1999)
• Kurchatov Prize 

(Russia, 2000)
• International Bose-

Einstein Condensation 
Prize (2011)

• ERC Research Award 
(2013)

Many-body Theory 
Modern quantum technologies are strongly oriented toward the 
construction of devices for quantum computation and the creation of new 
quantum materials in the nanoscale  Successful developments in these 
directions require new ideas with theoretical support  With this purpose, 
the Many-body Theory group was created at RQC in August 2013 (Georgy 
Shlyapnikov, Professor and group leader, and Alex Fedorov, student)  In 
September 2013 Vladimir Yudson joined the group, and a few months later 
the group was completed by Oleg Lychkovskiy  

Members
Aleksey Fedorov, MS student
Oleg Lychkovskiy, PhD, postdoc
Vladimir Yudson, Docror of Sciences,  
senior scientist 

The key ideas to be developed include 
discovering novel many-body topo-
logical quantum states and analyz-
ing protected quantum information 
processing with these states. In the 
direction of quantum materials we 

are focused on finding novel quantum fluids and 
disordered systems with non-conventional trans-
port properties, which is important for nanophys-
ics developments, in particular for atomtronics, 
spintronics, quantum switches, etc.

The group is in active collaboration with Columbia 
University (USA), Laboratoire de Physique Theorique 
et Modeles Statistiques (Orsay, France), University 
of Hannover (Germany), and Tel-Aviv University 
(Israel). In summer of 2014 Prof. Konstantin Kikoin 
(Israel) visited the RQC for one month.

The most pronounced achievements from August 
of 2013 until now are primarily related to disor-
dered quantum systems of neutral atoms, which 
are of great interest for spin and atomtronics, as 
well as for quantum switches. The key results for 
the interaction-induced insulator-fluid transition of 
bosonic atoms in a one-dimensional quasiperiodic 

potential (superposition of two incommensurate 
one-dimensional lattices) showed an anomalous 
“freezing with heating” phenomenon. Namely, 
in a wide range of parameters an increase in 
temperature favors the insulator (glass) state. A 
macro-scale parallel of this phenomenon would be 
obtaining a piece of ice when heating water. This 
work was completed in the middle of 2014 and 
published at the end of that year in Phys. Rev. Lett.

The second achievement (early 2015) is poten-
tially related to the manipulation of transport 
properties of quantum fluids, which is an interest-
ing direction where fundamental physics meets 
applications. Our studies predicted and described 
generic and stable supersolid states in two-di-
mensional Bose gases. These non-conventional 
states demonstrate both crystalline structure and 
the phenomenon of superfluidity (a fluid with a 
crystalline structure). They were predicted a long 

Educational activity
In addition to scientific research achieve-
ments, significant events in the group include 
lecture courses (G. Shlyapnikov, 14 lectures 
at the RQC on quantum gases in November 
2013–April 2014) and the presentation of 
physics for the general public (G. Shlyapnikov, 
lecture at the Festival of Science at the  
Moscow State University, October 2013).

August 2013
Group is 
created

December 2013
Staffing of group 
established

April 2014
Georgy Shlyapnikov 
finishes his 14 
lecture course at 
RQC on quantum 
gases

Research Topics
• Topological quantum states;
• Correlations and entanglement  

in spinor systems;
• Novel many-body states in dipolar systems;
• Quantum gases in disorder.

PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR

2
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We work on discovering 
novel many-body topological 
quantum states and 
analyzing protected quantum 
information processing with 
these states, as well as 
finding novel quantum fluids 
and disordered systems with 
non-conventional transport 
properties.

UNIQUNESS

time ago but have yet to be found in experiments. 
Our results are of particular interest for ultra-
cold polar molecules, which are presently being 
actively studied in experiments. The observation 
of these states accompanied by the studies 
of their superfluid properties may open a new 
domain in nanophysics, and potential applications 
for spintronics are related to possible manipula-
tions of superfluid fraction by varying the density 
and / or the dipolar interaction. The developments 
of atomtronics may be related to a “hot problem” 
of the transport of an impurity injected into a 
quantum gas. Our studies of an impurity in the 
one-dimensional strongly interacting Bose gas 
have shown that the impurity is never stopped 
completely despite its finite interaction with the 
gas particles. These studies were conducted by 
Oleg Lychkovskiy in 2013-2014.

In summer of 
2014 we 

invited Prof  Boris 
Svistunov from 
the University of 
Massachusetts 
(one of the world 
leaders in Monte 
Carlo methods) 
to visit the RQC  
He came having in 
his mind a rather 
negative opinion 
on the activities 
of RQC  However, 
after talking to the-
orists and visiting 
experimental labs, 
his opinion about 
the RQC became 
rather positive  This 
simply says that 
the RQC should be 
more active with 
inviting leading 
scientists  

HIGHLIGHT

However, the most remarkable scientific event 
in the group is expected to occur in June-July 
of 2015. This is a joint work of A. Fedorov, 
S. Matveenko. V. Yudson, and G. Shlyapnikov on 
non-conventional superfluids of lattice fermi-
ons. The idea is that the lattice at a small filling 
factor may significantly increase the superfluid 
transition temperature, in particular in the 
case of long-range dipolar interaction. It then 
becomes possible to obtain d-wave superfluids 
of polar molecules in a layered geometry, which 
is a promising quantum simulator of high-tem-
perature superconductors. Another possibility is 
to obtain a topological p-wave superfluid phase 
of microwave-dressed (identical) fermionic polar 
molecules in a two-dimensional lattice, a prom-
ising object for topologically protected quantum 
information processing.

Summer 2014
Visits of Prof  Konstantin  
Kikoin (Israel) and Prof  Boris 
Svistunov (USA)

Summer 2015
Joint work of A  Fedorov, 
S  Matveenko  V  Yudson, 

and G  Shlyapnikov on non-
conventional superfluids of 

lattice fermions

December 2014
Georgy Shlyapnikov publishes 

an article on an anomalous 
phenomenon of “freezing with 

heating” in Phys. Rev. Lett.

Winter 2015
The group completed work on 
stable supersolid states in two-
dimensional Bose gases that 
demonstrate both crystalline 
structure and the phenomenon of 
superfluidity

Aleksey Fedorov at the Lab
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Alexey 
Akimov 

 Titles and positions
• PhD in Physics, 

member of the 
European Physics 
Society

• Senior researcher at 
the Lebedev Physics 
Institute (LPI RAS), 
specializes in the field 
of coherent and non-
linear optics

• Research Scientist 
(part time) at Harvard 
University

PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR Quantum Simulators 

and Integrated 
Photonics

Members
Vadim Sorokin, Doctor of Sciences
Denis Sukachev, PhD 
Stepan Snigirev, PhD
Elena Kalganova, PhD student (LPI RAS) 
Vadim Vorobyov, PhD student (LPI RAS) 
Vladimir Soshenko, PhD student (LPI RAS)
Ilya Luchnikov, student 
Sergey Pyatchenkov, student
Ivan Kozhokaru, student
Stepan Bolshedvorsky (LPI RAS)

Former members 
 
Margaret Pavlovich, student (MIT)
Andrey Khoroshilov, PhD
Lev Teplyakov, student
Olesya Belyaeva, student
Julia Danchenko, student
Nikita Konstantiniov, researcher

Now in Precision Quantum 
Measurements group
Nikolay Kolachevsky
Gulnara Vishnyakova
Artem Golovizin 
Dmitry Tregubov

The two main directions explored by the group are quantum 
simulators and diamond-based photonics 

GROUPS & LABS

The Quantum Simulators lab was 
established at the RQC location 
in 2012-2013 and works in deep 
collaboration with the Laboratory 
of Active Media at the Lebedev 
Physical Institute of the RAS. The 

main focus of the laboratory is utilizing Tm 
atoms for quantum simulation. Over the last 
two years we built an experimental setup mostly 
with RQC funds and started experiments on laser 
cooling. A two stage magneto-optical trap (MOT) 
was implemented, and now we plan to work on 
further cooling of Tm atoms down to Bose – Ein-
stein condensate temperatures and study their 
collisional properties, but the work is significantly 
slow due to absence of funding.

Diamond-based photonics is performed at 
the Lebedev Institute within the scope of the 
RQC-LPI joint lab. The research program is highly 
collaborative and includes joint research projects 
with Harvard University, Purdue University, 
NanoMeta company, Scontel Company, and the 
Prokhorov Institute of RAS. In fact, the majority 
of equipment was provided by Lebedev Institute, 
some equipment was provided by NanoMeta and 
Scontell with pure financial contribution by RQC. 
The research activities range from using meta-
materials for developing single photon sources 
to creating the next generation of single photon 
detectors. The final goal of this lab is to develop 
sensors and integrated photonic devices based 
on color centers in diamonds, such and nitrogen 
or silicon vacancy centers.

March 2013
Optical table 
was installed in 
the RQC lab at 
Skolkovo

November 2013
Zeeman slower was 
built

October 2013
Denis Sukachev 
defended his PhD 
thesisApril 2013

We started to work in the 
new RQC lab space

2
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Actual Experiments
The main experiments now conducted by 
the group in the direction of ultra-cold 
thulium atoms are the magneto-optical 
trapping of thulium atoms and loading 
them into dipole traps. Our next goal is 
to implement the evaporative cooling of 
thulium atoms in optical dipole traps and 
study thulium-thulium collisions as well 
as Feshbach resonances. At the diamond 
lab at The LPI we are currently developing 
integration techniques for nano-diamonds, 
nanostructures and pulled optical fibers.

Verdy Laser

~$100 000
Toptica laser 530 nm

~$80 000
Toptica laser 410 nm

~$80 000
Vacuum volume

~$150 000

MAIN LAB EQUIPMENT

LAB LIFE

Laser cooling was 
implemented for the first time 
in the world at the Lebedev 
Institute, from where key 
people in the lab originate. 
Now the majority of research 
utilizing ultra-cold thulium 
atoms is conducted by the 
RQC and Lebedev Institute.

UNIQUNESS

March 2015
Green laser locked 
to the high finesse 

cavity

September 2014
First magneto-optical trap 

in new setup

Stepan Snigirev defended  
his PhD thesis

June-August 2014
Margaret Pavlovich came 
and took over complete 
experiment

In the labora-
tory often 

the most unex-
pected skills come 
in handy  What 
do you think the 
meaning is of the 
encoded bytes 
0х871921 received 
through the serial 
port from the 
Omega temperature 
measuring device? 
It would appear to 
be 211,987°C  Yes, 
the numbers in 
decimal format 
are in a inverse 
order on hexa-
decimal positions  
How could anyone 
guess this without 
mention of it in the 
manual? Stepan 
Snigirev meditated 
for about an hour 
on the numbers 
flashing on the 
screen on how to 
solve the prob-
lem posed by the 
developers  Then, 
writing a program 
to survey dozens 
of sensors was a 
simple exercise  But 
why there was no 
such program on 
the proprietary CD 
remains a mystery 
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Alexey 
Kavokin

 Titles and positions
• Professor, Chair of 

Nanophysics and 
Photonics, University of 
Southampton, UK

• Scientific Director of 
the Mediterranean 
Institute of Funda-
mental Physics, Italy

 Awards and prizes
• Winner of $5M Russian 

mega-grant – Spin 
Optics Lab started at 
the St-Petersburg State 
University in 2011

Quantum Polaritonics 
Our group investigates the quantum properties of liquid light in crystal 
nanostructures  We show that at certain conditions light inside crystals 
behaves as a quantum liquid  This offers opportunities for precise control 
over light flows which may be used for information propagation 

PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR

Members
Alexandra Sheremet, postdoc, Russian
Fabrice Laussy, Senior researcher, French
Henni Ouerdane, Visiting researcher, French

Research Topics
• Bose-Einstein condensation of excitons and 

exciton-polaritons. BEC of exciton-polaritons 
is formed in a micro-cavity by strong coupling 
between a cavity photon and an exciton. Due to 
the extremely small mass of the cavity photon, 
BEC can be formed at room temperature.

• Polariton qubits: Rabi oscilations. The 
polariton qubit is a superposition of lower 
and upper polariton branch states. The use of 
polariton-based qubits for quantum information 
processes can be interesting due to their 
fascinating properties such as relatively strong 
nonlinear response, low power for performance 
of logical operations, features of superfluid 
propagation, etc.

• Bosonic spin current. Spin currents carried by 
electrically neutral bosonic quasi-particles are a 
valuable alternative to traditional spin transport. 
Excitons and exciton-polaritons can form highly 
coherent quantum liquids (“spin superfluidity”) 
and carry spins over macroscopic distances.

• Exciton mediated superconductivity. 
Despite the fact that exciton-polaritons are 
electrically neutral, they may coexist and 
interact with free electrons and holes contained 
in the same quantum well. Exciton-polaritons 
confined together with free carriers form a 
Bose-Fermi mixture with peculiar optical and 
electronic properties.

• Cavity quantum electrodynamics. An optical 
cavity can confine light in a small mode volume, 
which can lead to high electric field intensity 
inside the cavity and achieve very strong 
light-matter interaction, which produces optical 
non-linearity.

Main Results (2014-2015):
• We proposed long-living Q-bits based on 

polariton Rabi oscillations;
• We have shown that virtual Cooper pairs 

may strongly boost the merit figure of 
thermoelectric devices;

• We have proposed a method of evidencing 
stochastic light-matter transitions in Bose-
Einstein condensates of exciton-polaritons;

• We have predicted the quantum statistics 
of light-matter correlations in polariton 
condensates

All logos of 
conferen-

ces on the physics 
of light-matter 

coupling in 
nano -

structures 
orga nized by 

us since 2000 
contain cats 

HIGHLIGHT

Exciton-polaritons are bosonic quasi-
particles that exist inside semiconduc-
tor microcavities and can be intro-
duced as a superposition of an exciton 
and a cavity photon. These two- 
dimensional half-light half-matter 

quasi-particles open up plenty of interesting 
research directions, such as Bose-Einstein conden-
sate of exciton-polaritons, polariton Rabi oscilla-
tions, bosonic lasers, exciton superconductivity, etc.
We propose building bosonic cascades where 
light would fall like water in a fountain of tires 
producing coherent radiation in the submillim-
eter spectral range. Bosonic cascade lasers are 
crucial for applications in medicine, in particular 
for curing skin cancer. 

Conference organized 
International Conference on Problems of Strongly Correlated and 
Interacting Systems, Saint-Petersburg, May 28-31, 2014, co-organised 
by RQC and Mediterranean Institute of Fundamental Physics (60 partici-
pants, including 10 from RQC).

Educational activity at RQC 
Bose-Einstein condensation of excitons and exciton-polaritons,  
4-hour lecture course by Alexey Kavokin, 6-7 May, 2014
Superconductivity and Fluctuation Phenomena in Superconductors,  
22-hour lecture course by Andrey Varlamov, April 2014.

A. Sheremet at PLMCN conference

2
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Nikolay 
Kolachevsky 

 Titles and positions
• Professor 
• Corresponding 

Member of the 
Russian Academy of 
Sciences 

• Deputy Director of 
LPI, Deputy Chair at 
MIPT 

Quantum Polaritonics Precision quantum 
measurements
Our group develops novel frequency standards, and studies quantum-
limiting effects and quantum gravitational states  

PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR

Members
Ksenia Khabarova, PhD, senior research fellow
Gulnara Vishnyakova, PhD student
Timofey Shpakovsky, PhD student
Artem Golovizin, PhD student
Ekaterina Kupriyaniva, PhD student
Alexey Voronin, PhD research associate (theory)
Viktor Belyaev, research engineer 
Dmitriy Tregubov, student
Sergey Fedorov, student

Optical clocks and other novel 
frequency references based on 
quantum effects are of great 
importance not only for time-
keeping but for metrological 
applications, navigation and 

fundamental research. Our group pioneers in the 
high-precision spectroscopy of thulium atoms 
for optical clock applications. Another ongoing 
project is the development of an optical clock 
based on an Al+ ion. The group pioneers in Russia 
in the development of an ultra-stable laser with 
unprecedented short-term instability. We reached 
the fractional level of 2·10−15 in compact trans-
portable systems.

Our ongoing collaboration with CERN focuses on 
the fundamental study of gravitational prop-
erties of antimatter under the framework of 
the GBAR project, including the theoretical and 
experimental investigation of gravitational quan-
tum states of atoms and anti-atoms.

Main projects
1] Ultra-cold Tm atoms for 
optical clocks and cold collisions 
studies (running)
The project was started at LPI and already 
obtained numerous novel results. First- and 
second-stage laser cooling, trapping in the opti-
cal lattice and direct laser spectroscopy of the 
clock transition at 1140 nm, were demonstrated 
for the first time. We are currently performing 
theoretical analysis of atomic level polariza-
bilities, searching for the magic wavelength at 
around 800 nm. In parallel, we experimentally 
study cold collisions in the Tm atomic cloud by 
searching the Feshbach resonances. 

2] Femtosecond comb (running)
The femtosecond comb technique is a powerful 
tool for metrological applications. We build our 
comb based on a femtosecond Ti:Sa laser for 
characterizing the stable laser systems needed 
for probing clock transitions and for future clock 
comparison. In cooperation with Special Astro-
physical Observatory we plan to filter the comb 
modes and make it applicable for the calibration 
of spectrometers at SAO.

3] Al+/Mg+ ion optical clock 
(under development)
The project was started in 2014 as a joint project 
with the Russian National metrology institute 
VNIIFTRI. In addition to the well-known quantum 
logic method we plan to implement, we are 

The ion trap for  
Al+/Mg+ (see sect. 3)
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developing a 167 nm VUV laser for direct read-
ing out the information of clock transition. This 
may simplify the algorithm and will result in  
better statistics and frequency stability. We 
recently assembled a linear Paul trap in a 
high-vacuum chamber, and plan to observe the 
first trapped ions before the end of 2015.

4] Matter/Antimatter 
gravitational quantum states 
(planned)
The project is inspired by the participation of 
group members in GBAR collaboration (CERN). 
Investigation of antimatter properties is one of 
the most intriguing tasks of modern physics. 
The goal of the GBAR experiment is to study 
the gravitational properties of ultracold anti-
hydrogen. One of the considered possibilities 

Laser cooling of atomic Tm 
was demonstrated for the 
first time in our Tm laboratory 
at LPI. The stabilized laser 
systems made by our group 
have the best performance 
in Russia. We are the only 
group in Russia that plans 
to implement the quantum 
logic technique in an ion clock 
experiment.

UNIQUNESS is to study the gravitational quantum states 
appearing near the surface due to quantum 
reflection. We plan to perform test experiments 
at LPI with regular hydrogen to study gravita-
tional quantum states and to transfer this tech-
nique and results to its anti-partner at CERN.

5] Applied research
Our group has expertise in the design and devel-
opment of laser systems with very low frequency 
instability approaching the thermal noise limit. The 
best demonstrated result corresponds to the frac-
tional instability of 2·10−15 in the time interval of 
1-50 s. We plan to study new crystalline materials 
in a cryogenic environment to further improve the 
laser characteristics. Such lasers are demanded 
for optical clocks, highly stable frequency sources 
and communications lines.

May 2014
The RQC and the LPI signed the 

agreement on founding  
two joint laboratories

2
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October 2014
The group is founded  It is the 
youngest group at RQC at the 
moment

The special event
It is always surprising how new ideas are born. Experience gives us 
knowledge and keys to solve certain problems. But sometimes we 
find ourselves confined to a cage of our confidence and habits. To 
break the cage one has to keep in touch with other groups and to 
gather methods and approaches, maybe from very different fields. 
This helps to stay abreast of the “scientific wave” and sometimes 
results in new bright ideas.

Professor Valery Nesvizhevsky from ILL (Grenoble, France) visited LPI 
and gave a talk about the gravitational states of ultra-cold neutrons. 
These states are formed close to the polished surface because of the 
well-known UCN reflection from the bulk material. During lunch our 
discussion switched to CERN projects aimed at measuring the gravi-
tation of anti-matter. Trusting the Standard Model, the naïve question 
of levitation of anti-matter can be ruled out, but since no one has 

directly tested gravitation of anti-matter 
yet... Who knows? And might an antihydrogen 
atom form gravitational states at the surface? 
Intuitively, it should immediately annihilate 
and the experiment seems to be impossible. 
But if one cools antihydrogen to sufficiently 
low temperatures and takes into account 
the sharp Casimir-Polder potential, we get 
a situation with “classical” quantum reflec-
tion! This approach may help to significantly 
improve the accuracy of free fall acceleration 
measurement of antihydrogen in the GBAR 

experiment at CERN. To prove these principles it would be very desir-
able to test it first on regular hydrogen atoms. 

It turned out that the source of UCN at ILL provides the same velo-
city distribution as the cryogenic hydrogen beam at MPQ. Setting up a 
similar dedicated experiment at LPI seems to be possible, and Valery 
suggested an elegant scheme to do so. The idea seems to be quite sim-
ple and we calculated on the blackboard the expected count rate, which 
was very encouraging compared to the UCN case. Thus, quantum optics, 
particle physics and gravitation may meet in the same experiment. 

Fully equipped Tm laboratory, 
ion trap laboratory and 

frequency comb system – 
belongs to Lebedev Institute

From RQC budget we 
purchased vacuum equipment

~$60 000

MAIN LAB EQUIPMENT

Prof. 
Valery Nesvizhevsky 

discusses the 
principle of velocity 

selection.

Winter 2014−2015
Numerous new experimental 

results: deep laser cooling of Tm 
atoms, direct laser excitation of 
the clock transition at 1140 nm, 
first indication of the Feshbach 

resonance in a cloud of ultracold 
thulium atoms 

April 2015
Visit of Prof  Valery 
Nesvizhevsky

March 2015
We succeeded in 
implementing the most  
stable laser in Russia:  
short-term frequency 
instability of 2·10−15
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Alexey 
Rubtsov

 Titles and positions
• PhD in Physics, Doctor 

of Science
• Professor at  

M.V. Lomonosov 
Moscow State 
University

Correlated Quantum 
Systems

PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR

2

Members
Yulia Shchadilova, PhD
Pedro Ribeiro, PhD
Alexey Shakirov, PhD student (MSU)
Dmitry Chichinadze, student (MSU)
Igor Blinov, student (MPTI)
Vera Vyborova, student (MSU) 
Sergey Remizov, associate member (VNIIA) 
Dmitry Shapiro, associate member (VNIIA)

Research Topics
• Collective quantum behavior  

of correlated ensembles
• Time-dependent strong correlations  

in open systems
• Nonlocality in correlated media
• Quantum Monte Carlo simulations
• Topological invariance in correlated 

and disordered systems
• Quasi 0-d correlated quantum systems
• Theories beyond mean field
• Cavity QED and superconducting 

metamaterials

My research focuses on open quantum systems driven away from 
equilibrium  This research line provides a route to novel phases of matter 
with exotic properties, impossible at equilibrium, with potential applications 
namely in thermoelectrics, electronic and sensing devices and quantum 
information processing  

Pedro Ribeiro

Other projects
• Quenches in impurity models – with  

M. Haque (MPI-PKS, Dresden)
• Work distribution in superconducting 

devices – with J. Santos (U. Copenhagen), 
S.Kirchner (U. Zhejiang)

• On the nature of the metal insulating 
transition of the Falikov-Kimble model – 
with A. Antipov (U. Michigan), S.Kirchner

• Classical partition models – with T. Shlitter 
(LPTMC, Paris), R.Mosseri (LPTMC, Paris)

November 2013
The group was 
created,  
constituted by 
A Rubtsov and  
Y  Shchadilova

Winter 2014
A  Shakirov, V  Vyborova, 
D  Chichinadze joined the 
group  The main research topics 
were formulated

Pattern formation. Together with A. Antipov  
(U. Michigan) and A. Rubtsov we proposed a sce-
nario for the breakdown of an interaction-induced 
insulator upon application of a bias voltage to the 
edges of a sample. The insulator to metallic tran-
sition is accompanied by the creation of patterns 
in the charge gap with experimental observable 
signatures.

Critical non-equilibrium steady-states. 
Together with S. Kirchner (U. Hangzhou) and  
F. Zamani (Max Plank, Dresden) we studied certain 
impurity systems near quantum phase transitions 
when submitted to non-equilibrium conditions. We 
show that the concept of effective temperature can 
be defined that can be used to recover the equilib-
rium scaling form near interacting fixed points.

Characterisation of current-carrying states. 
Together with V.R. Vieira (U. Lisbon) we studied 
the properties of current carrying states for 
extended electronic systems. By recasting the 
exact evolution of a certain class of systems in 
a master-equation like form we were able to 
classify non-Markovian processes in electronic 
transport and show the importance of environ-
mental memory effects as well as the existence 
of non-equilibrium phases with long range corre-
lations in spin chains.

Summer 2014
Y  Shchadilova made key 

progress in the correlated 
Gaussian description of 

Bose polarons
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Incollaboration with E. Demler and  
A. Rubtsov we developed a novel cor-

related Gaussian wave function method to 
describe dynamics of impurities interacting 
with bosonic fields. It gives excellent agreement 
with numerically exact results of Monte Carlo 
approach for description of equilibrium proper-
ties of polarons, as well as provides a powerful 
tool to investigate the dynamical formation of 
the polaron quasiparticles. 

I am also working actively on the studies  
of the novel phases of the bulk materials.  
Of particular interest are the quantum optical 
systems which exhibits the regimes of strongly 
interacting photons. For this type of systems 
there is a need for new mathematical tools 
and approximation schemes to treat non-equi-
librium physics, collective behavior of large 
ensembles and strong correlations on an equal 
footing. Currently I am developing an approach 
based on the Majorana representa tion for 
the qubit systems. It allows me to apply tools 
of non-equilibrium quantum filed theory to 
describe the emergence of macroscopic coher-
ence. Progress in this direction will allow us to 
build a deep understand ing of the underlying 
fundamental mechanism as well as to make 
predictions for ongoing experiments.

The main focus of my work is on the theoretical description of dynamics 
in quantum many-body systems  The particular goal of my research is to 
develop approaches to explore the emergence of collective phenomena in 
the variety of correlated condensed matter systems 

Yulia Shchadilova

Other projects
• Dynamics of impurities in quasi-1d 

condensates – with V. Stojanović  
(Harvard U.), F. Grusdt (U. Kaiserslautern),  
E. Demler (Harvard U.)

• Subsonic-supersonic transition in 
Froehlich polaron model – with V. Vyborova, 
B. Krippa (U. Manchester), A.N. Rubtsov

• Local dynamical probe of quantum 
systems with long-range interaction – 
with A. K. Fedorov

• Non-equilibrium dynamics of polarons: an 
RG approach – with F. Grusdt, A.Rubtsov,  
M. Fleischhauer (U. Kaiserslautern), E. Demler

• Induced phase transitions in strongly 
correlated media – with A. Antipov  
(U. Michigan)

• Quenches in local superfluid models –  
with D. Chichinadze, P. Ribeiro, A.N. Rubtsov

• Quantum coherence and current statistics 
in engineered atomic spin devices –  
with A.M.Shakirov, P. Ribeiro, A.N. Rubtsov

• Mode coupling and energy redistribution 
in non-equilibrium mix species systems – 
with I. Blinov, P. Ribeiro, A.N. Rubtsov

Summer 2014
Studies by  
A  Shakirov yielded 
the concept of the 
Quantum Emissive 
Ensemble

• Real time evolution of quantum critical 
systems – with S.Kirchner

• Quantum coherence and current 
statistics in engineered atomic spin 
devices – A.M.Shakirov, Y.E. Shchadilova,  
A.N. Rubtsov

• Mode coupling and energy redistribution 
in non-equilibrium mix species systems – 
I. Blinov, Y.E. Shchadilova, A.N. Rubtsov

• Quenches in local superfluid models – 
with D. Chichinadze, Y.E. Shchadilova,  
A.N. Rubtsov

• Molecular junctions between 
superconductor and normal  
metallic leads – with S.Kirchner

September 2014
Pedro Ribeiro joined the group 
to work on transitions in 
nonequilibrium systems November 2014

Y  Shchadilova 
received her PhD 
degree

January 2015
The first publication 
of the work made 
entirely by the group: 
A M  Shakirov et al , 
Sci. Rep. 5, 8005 

April 2015
D  Chichinadze obtained 

results on the increase of 
quantum fluctuations for 

a Bose-impurity quenched 
between Mott phases
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Aleksei 
Zheltikov

 Titles and positions
• Professor at M.V. 

Lomonosov Moscow 
State University

• Professor at Texas 
A&M University (TAMU)

Members
Andrei Fedotov, Dmitry Sidorov- 
Biryukov, Alexander Mitrofanov,  
Sergey Mitryukovskiy, Alexander Voronin, 
Evgeny Serebryannikov, Alexander Lanin, 
Ilya Fedotov, Lyuba Amitonova,  
Nikolay Safronov, Evgeny Stepanov

Advanced Photonics
Unique facilities and 
instruments
• Subterawatt source of femtosecond  

pulses in the mid-infrared;
• Laser microscope for multimodal  

nonlinear-optical brain imaging;
• Fiber-optic neurointerfaces  

for opto- and thermogenetics; 
• Fiber-based quantum sensors and fiber  

probes for thermometry of single cells

Areas of research
• Ultrafast optics in the mid-infrared;
• Neurophotonics
• Innovative fibers and fiber-format  

quantum sensors

PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR

March 2014
the first experiments on laser-induced filamen-
tation are performed using the 150-GW, 1-µm 
beamline of the Advanced Photonics source at 
the RQC

April 2014
the mid-infrared beamline delivering sub-100-fs 
pulses at 4 µm is completed at the Advanced 
Photonics source at the RQC

May 2014
a Scientific Reports paper presenting the work of 
the Advanced Photonics group on the integration 
of diamond quantum sensors with optical fibers 
is published

June 2014
generation of 0.4-terawatt mid-infrared pulses is 
demonstrated in the 4-µm beamline, making the 
Advanced Photonics laser facility at the RQC the 
most powerful source of femtosecond mid-infra-
red pulses in the world

June 2014
the work of the Advanced Photonics group is 
presented as a plenary talk in front of more than 
600 attendees of the Laser Optics conference in 
Saint-Petersburg

July 2014
filamentation of mid-infrared pulses in the 
atmosphere is demonstrated for the first time, 
enabling the generation of filaments with the 
highest energy and the highest peak power ever

September 2014
The Fiber Optics for Quantum Technologies lab 
built by the Advanced Photonics Group at Kazan 
Technical University is inaugurated in the pres-
ence of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan

September 2014
fiber-based thermometry of single cells is 
demonstrated using quantum sensors at the 
RQC@MSU lab

August 2012
the Advanced Photonics group is organized at the 
RQC and at the joint laboratory of the Russian 
Quantum Center and M.V. Lomonosov Moscow 
State University, based at MSU 

December 2013
the near-infrared beamline with a peak power 
of 150 gigawatt at a central wavelength of 1 
micrometer is put into operation at the Advanced 
Photonics source at the RQC

February 2014
an innovative laser microscope for multimodal 
nonlinear-optical brain imaging is put into opera-
tion at the RQC@MSU lab

2

Awards and prizes
• Russian Federation 

State Prize for 
Young Scientists

• Shuvalov Prize
• Willis Lamb Medal
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October 2014
microwave thermogenetic cell activation is 
demonstrated at the RQC@MSU lab

November 2014
the Advanced Photonics group receives a recog-
nition as a leader of the Ministry of Science and 
Education program aimed at the development of 
innovative fiber-optic neurointerfaces

November 2014
the first filamentation experiments in the 
mid-infrared by the Advanced Photonics group 
are presented at a special session of the 
Section of Physics of the Russian Academy 
of Sciences, followed by a report in Physics 
Uspekhi

December 2014
the work on the integration of diamond quan-
tum sensors with optical fibers by the Advanced 
Photonics group is published in the Highlights 

in Optics 2014 December issue of Optics and 
Photonics News

January 2015
a Scientific Report publication by the Advanced 
Photonics group presenting the first laser fila-
mentation experiments in the mid-infrared is out, 
followed by media reports

January 2015
a Nature Communications paper reporting the 
generation of subcycle high-power pulses using a 
specifically designed hollow-core fiber is out

February 2015
members of the Advanced Photonics group 
receive the Kurchatov Prize for the development 
of fiber-optic neurointerfaces

March 2015
thermogenetic neuromodulation is demonstrated 
at the RQC@MSU lab
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The Final Sunset on the 
Electronic Tube Era
Vacuum lamps, sealed flasks with electrodes, will be honored only by fans of vintage 
audio equipment for their “warm tube sound”  The rest will gladly get rid of the 
cumbersome and capricious devices  Today, in fact, there remains only one area where 
they are required – the measurement of weak light fluxes with a large dynamic range  
A new development of the RQC will displace vacuum tubes from their last refuge  The 
range of applications of the new technology is very broad: from medicine to astrophysics, 
from nuclear engineering to digital cameras 

The DEPHAN (ANalog PHoton DEtec-
tor) technology creating at the RQC 
aims to radically solve the problem 
of detecting weak light signals. In 
the draft document the authors, for-
mulating their objectives, describe 

them as the creation of an “adequate photo-
detector”. This solid-state device is designed so 
as to surpass all others in its ability to measure 
weak pulses of light over a wide range of inten-
sities – from a few to a million photons.
In order to register ultra-weak light signals in the 
detectors, conditions are created under which 
photons generate an electron avalanche, which 
grows under the influence of an electric field. 
However, no known implementations of such 
detectors are suitable for the role of “adequate 
photodetector”. Avalanche photodiodes cannot 
count individual photons. Photomultiplier tubes 
(PMT) are fragile, bulky vacuum tubes that 
require high voltage and not tolerate magnetic 
fields. Finally, the most advanced type of device, 
cellular silicon photomultipliers (SiPM), have 
decreasing sensitivity as the dynamic range 
increases.March 2014

Start of the project 
at the RQC

August 2015
Production of samples 
according to the results 
of the preliminary 
technical experiment

The know-how of experts at the RQC has allowed 
them to create a detector with a large dynamic 
range, without having to make any compromises. 
This is a compact solid state device with high sen-
sitivity, which reacts practically to single photons. 
As market research has shown, the global market 
for photodetectors is close to a billion dollars, of 
which it is planned to seize between 1 to 3 %.

The RQC’s Contribution
About 60 % of the market is now occupied by 
photodetectors manufactured by the Japanese 
company Hamamatsu Photonics. Among other 
things, it delivers the most advanced SiPM 

These vacuum 
photoelectric mul-
tipliers (right) will 
soon only be left 
in museums. They 
will be displaced by 
compact solid-state 
detectors (top – 
experimental 
sample)
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i What a Breakthrough
For every photon, conditions are created in the detector under which the 
photon triggers an avalanche of free electrons. In the PMT their flow is 
proportional to the number of incident photons, and the intensity of the 
pulse is determined by the avalanche current. Avalanche diodes used in 
SiPM work like Geiger counters: they do not measure the signal, but only 
report on the receipt of a photon. The power of the pulse is determined 
by the number of triggered cells in the matrix. To expand the dynamic 
range it is necessary to increase the number of cells. But the more cells 
in the matrix and the lower their size, the more space is lost between 
the cells, where the detector is not sensitive to photons. Hamamatsu’s 
SiPM detectors, which have a density of 10 thousand cells per square 
millimeter, register only about 10 % of incoming photons.
The solution implemented in the RQC is to abandon dividing the 
detector into cells and to distribute avalanche reinforcement channels 
behind the monolithic photon absorption region. In this regard the 
avalanche of free electrons is artificially constrained to the absorption 
region by a negative feedback mechanism: electrons generated by the 
avalanche accumulate in front of the entrance in amplifier  
channels, weaken the electric field, and stop the primary avalanche. 
This prevents the uncontrolled spread of the avalanche and allows 
the detector to quickly recover to receive new signals.

devices. Meanwhile, the concept and the first 
prototypes of multi-cell solid-state photomul-
tiplier tubes were developed in Russia in the 
1990s – early 2000s. A significant contribution 
to this work was made by the studies conducted 
by Dmitry Shushakov and Vitaly Shubin, who now 
run the DEPHAN project at the RQC.

In terms of dynamic range, the new device will 
exceed the best products of Hamamatsu by 1-2 
orders of magnitude. This will be achieved due 
to the fact that the light-sensitive part of the 
detector will not be divided into cells, as in SiPM 
devices, where a significant dead zone remains 
between cells, thereby reducing the sensitivity 
of the device by almost an order of magnitude. 
The photon absorption area in the DEPHAN is 
monolithic, and electrons generated inside this 
area are picked up by miniature amplifier chan-
nels behind it. Increasing the density of these 
channels can result in a lossless increase in 
the number of photons simultaneously counted 
by the system, thereby increasing the dynamic 
range of the detector.

The success of the project will bring to the mar-
ket a new class of quantum electronic devices, 
capable of ousting PMT and SiPM in many areas 
of their application. These areas include:
• biomedical equipment (DNA chips, positron 

emission tomography),
• nuclear instruments (mass spectrometers, 

particle detectors),
• measurement equipment (spectrum analyzers, 

material control systems),
• environmental monitoring equipment (lidar, 

ozone layer scanners),
• digital cameras, 3D laser scanners,
• astronomical radiation detectors.

September 2015
Start of the three-year Skolkovo 
project to develop and produce 

engineering and commercial samples 
of the DEPHAN (going forward, in 

accordance with the plan  
of the Skolkovo project)

June 2014
Numerical simulation and 
drafting the specifications 
for the preliminary technical 
experiment
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3
The concept of quantum cryptography was proposed in 1984, and already by the 2000s there 
appeared commercially available implementations of quantum cryptography, which guarantee 
the privacy of distributed keys by the laws of physics, regardless of the computing power of 
the potential eavesdropper  The development team of the Russian Quantum Center undertook 
to create in a short time a domestic implementation of quantum cryptography 

Quantum Cryptography 
for Russia

T he cryptographic telecommuni-
cations techniques used at the 
moment are based on mathemat-
ical patterns and are, in principle, 
decipherable. For example, this 
happened with the DES (Data 

Encryption Standard) algorithm, which at the 
time of its adoption in 1977 was considered 
impregnable to all the computing power in the 
world, and yet 20 years later it was broken. 
Now this cipher can be broken in less than 
24 hours. Claude Shannon mathematically 
proved that it is impossible to crack a code 
if the message is encrypted with a one-time 
random key, the length of which is equal to the 
length of the message, and the key is known 
only to the legitimate users. The problem, 
however, is to distribute the secret key between 
remote users. Classical methods of communi-
cation cannot, generally speaking, ensure the 
secrecy of key distribution via open commu-
nication channels, as there exist methods of 
undetected eavesdropping. One of the threats 
to modern public-key cryptography, which 
is based on the difficulty of factoring large 
numbers, is the prospect of building a quantum 
computer for which the task of factoring will 
not be of great difficulty. Quantum cryptography 
allows for absolute secrecy during the transfer 
of the key and, as a consequence, of the infor-
mation. The inability to eavesdrop undetected 
on transmitted information is based on funda-
mental laws of nature, such as the Heisenberg 
uncertainty principle. Given the fact that the 
confidentiality of certain information transmit-

ted over open networks must be maintained for 
decades, the introduction of quantum cryptog-
raphy is relevant even today.

The RQC’s Contribution 
Quantum cryptography is considered in the world 
to be a dual-use technology. Therefore, Russia 
should not rely on imports of foreign equipment. 
With this project, which is supported by Gaz-
prombank, the RQC aims to create a secure line, 
which on the basis of the principles of quantum 
cryptography 10 kbit/s of a private key can be 
transmitted via an optical fiber with a length of 
up to 50 km.

Since on the western market there are at least 
three quantum cryptography systems avail-
able, fundamental scientific problems in the 
implementation of this project are not expected. 
However, the challenge lies in the fast and 
effective solution to this complicated engineer-
ing task. Pioneering companies have to spend 
5-7 years in the development of their commer-

December 2014–May 2015
Purchase of components, 
creation of teams, assembly of 
the optical scheme May–August 2015 

Assembly of single-photon 
detectors, testing of the 
optical scheme

August–November 2015 
Testing of the Mach–Zehnder 
interferometer in the quantum 
regime, assembly of controlling 
electronics

November 2015–
February 2016
Preparation of 
communication line 
and testing of the line 
using Mach–Zehnder 
interferometer

Optical part 
of transmitter 
traditionally called 
Alice.
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i

Principles of Quantum 
Cryptography

Quantum cryptography is based on fundamental assumptions of 
quantum mechanics: indivisibility of the photon, impossibility of “clon-
ing” the state of a single quantum particle, as well as the fact that any 
measurement destroys or alters the state of a quantum particle.

The main objective of the system is to provide the two communicating 
parties – the transmitter and receiver (Alice and Bob) – with a shared 
secret key. To do this, Alice sends Bob qubits assigned a random value 
by the polarization of individual photons. These photons are prepared 
by Alice by measurements in one of two randomly selected bases – 
straight and a π/4 rotation. Bob detects photons in one of two such 
random bases. If the basis for sending and receiving do not match, the 
measurement will yield a random and meaningless result. Therefore, 
after the transmission of photons Alice and Bob compare the bases 
they used by an open channel and leave only the measurements made 
in the same bases. The random polarization directions of the photons 
(vertical and horizontal) obtained in these measurements yield the bits 
of the encryption key. 

Intercepting the quantum key is impossible. Listening on an open 
channel, an attacker (Eve) can only know which sent photons carried 

the encryption key, the bits of the key itself 
are encoded by qubits in a quantum channel. 
They cannot be spied on, because Eve does 
not know which basis to use to measure the 
photons sent by Alice, and without this basis, 
any observation attempt will distort the qubits 
received by Bob unpredictably. By monitoring 
the disturbances in the transmitted qubits Alice 
and Bob are guaranteed to detect interception 
attempts. 

The system of quantum cryptography created 
at the RQC is different from the one described in 
that instead of the polarized encoding of qubits, 
it uses phase encoding using a Mach–Zehnder 
interferometer.

cial systems. The RQC project must do this in 
2-3 years. 

The project managers Yury and Vladimir 
Kurochkin participated in the development of 
Russia’s first quantum cryptography prototype 
and possess all of the required know-how. In the 
course of implementing the project a number of 
complex engineering problems need to be solved, 
in particular: 

• create single-photon detectors –  
key devices for receiving photons carrying 
information about the key; 

• develop a high-speed electronic  
device control system; 

• create and debug the key optical circuit  
of the device;

• launch the system on the customer’s  
real optical connection.

It is also planned to tune up in laboratory set-
tings a promising optical system that will allow a 
many-fold increase in the rate of generation of 
a quantum key, which is necessary as a basis for 
future developments.

August–December 2017
Acceptance tests, 
preparation of 
documentation for 
production

February–August 2016
The construction of a fast 
control circuit and testing of 
key distribution along a fiber 
with a length of 25 km  
in the laboratory

August 2016–February 2017
Testing of key distribution and 
preliminary testing of the technology 
on a real communication line with a 
length of 25 km

February–August 2017
Modification and 
debugging of the device, 
integration with existing 
equipment
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3
Magnetic Field 
Visualizer
Magnetic fields are generated by many processes that occur in technical and biological systems  
However, these fields are often weak and often fluctuate in both time and space  Therefore, 
the tasks of increasing sensitivity, enhancing resolution, and improving the frequency 
characteristics of magnetometers are always relevant  The technology created by the group 
of prof  Belotelov at the RQC exceeds by two orders of magnitude the sensitivity of the best 
fluxgates and, operating at room temperature, will be a competitor of SQUID magnetometers 

Superconducting SQUID magneto-
meters and SERF atomic magneto-
meters based on alkali metal 
vapors are currently the most 
sensitive magnetometers. However, 
these sensors are only powerful 

enough to yield a spatial resolution no higher 
than several millimeters. In addition, they require 
special operating temperatures – cryogenic tem-
peratures for SQUID and 160-200°C for SERF. 
Magnetometers based on NV-centers in dia-
monds can achieve nanometer resolutions, but 
have relatively low sensitivity and cannot work 
with rapidly changing fields. Magnetic modulating 
fluxgates possess intermediate characteristics. 
They contain a core of magnetic material that is 
remagnetized with a predetermined frequency, 
and the measured field affects the shape of the 
registered hysteresis loop. To achieve high reso-
lution, the core is made in the shape of a thin 
film, and the magnetization of its various parts is 
determined by the Faraday effect, that is, by the 
rotation of the plane of polarization of light in a 
magnetized substance. However, local remag-
netization perpendicular to the film is impeded 
by the magnetostatic energy of the magnetic 
layer. This leads to the appearance of noise and 
prevents obtaining high resolution. 

The RQC’s Contribution
Vladimir Belotelov and coauthors were pre-
viously able to realize a method by which 
remagnetization occurs in the plane of the film 
through the uniform rotation of the magnetiza-
tion vector. The magnetostatic energy does not 
change in this case, which allows the sensitivity 
to be dramatically increased. However, another 
difficulty arises: neighboring sections of the film 
begin to strongly influence one another, and 
thus the spatial resolution decreases. Practice 
has shown that the film must be 10-30 times 
thinner than the desired spatial resolution of 
the sensor. To utilize the Faraday effect, the 
film must be 3-10 microns thick, and taking 
into account the oblique incidence of the probe 
beam, the resolution will turn out to be no 
greater than a few tenths of a millimeter.

In order to solve this problem, it is necessary to 
radically reduce the thickness of the film – to 
the submicron scale. In order not to lose the 
opportunity to take magneto-optical measure-
ments, the RQC is developing special magneto-
plasmonic crystals. These are metallo-dielectric 
structures that contain a lay of gold, perfo-
rated with subwave holes, that is deposited 
on ferrite-garnet film. In these structures, the 

March 2013
Article in Nature on the 
discovery of the LMPIE
Belotelov et al., Nature 
Communications 4: 2128 (2013)

September 2014
Тhe official start of the project

February 2015
Magnetically shielded 
room fitted out 
for experiments in 
magnetocardiography

2015
Fabrication and study of the 

magneto-optical and magnetic 
properties of samples coated 

with a plasmon
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2018 
Magnetic field visualizer with a 
resolution of about 1 μm

magneto-optical Faraday and Kerr effects are 
magnified by one or two orders of magnitude. 
Furthermore, a new LMPIE magneto-optical 
effect arises in them, which allows the inten-
sity of light to be modulated during its normal 
incidence on the film.

Prospects
Increasing magneto-optical effects in plasmon 
crystals gives the opportunity to use ultrathin 
(100-500 nm) magnetic films of ferrite-garnet 
and to thereby achieve a spatial resolution of 
1-5 microns, and submicron resolutions in the 
future. In this regard, due to remagnetization in 
the plane of the film, high sensitivity is pre-
served, close to the levels of SQUID magneto-
meters. All this can work at frequencies from 
0 to tens and hundreds of megahertz at room 
temperature. Such characteristics are unattaina-
ble today by any other methods. 

i

Terminology
Plasmons – Quasiparticles that consist of the collective oscillations 
of the free electron gas in a metal. Plasmons play an important role 
in the optical properties of metals; in particular, they determine their 
ability to reflect light.

Faraday Magneto-Optical Effect – When linearly polarized light 
passes through an optically inactive substance in a magnetic field, the 
plane of polarization rotates.

Kerr Magneto-Optical Effect – When linearly polarized light falls 
obliquely on the surface of a magnetic material, the reflected beam’s 
polarization becomes elliptical and its plane rotates.

Longitudinal Magnetophotonic Intensity Effect (LMPIE) – When 
passing through a magnetoplasmon crystal in a magnetic field, the 
intensity of light of a certain frequency is changed by tens of per cent. 
The effect was discovered by project participants in 2013.

One of the practical applications of the new 
technology will be a visualizer of magnetic fields 
with the ability to show the propagation process 
of axon excitations in the neurons of the brain. 
Such magneto-optical devices will be used to 
monitor the current distribution in the microelec-
tronics and to configure demagnetization fields in 
the developed elements of spintronics.

Another important area is magnetocardiography, 
which is gaining popularity. Existing equipment 
operates on the basis of SQIUD magnetometers 
and requires helium cooling. In this area, with the 
support of the Russian Science Foundation, we 
are already collaborating with the Russian Car-
diology Center of Prof. Yevgeniy Chazov. In early 
2015 the RQC installed a magnetically screened 
room for experiments, but in the long term it is 
planned to create a prototype magnetocardio-
graph that operates without magnetic shielding.

2016
Prototype high-sensitivity 
magneto-optical sensor 
with a resolution of 5 μm

2017
Magnetocardiograph 

prototype that does 
not require magnetic 

shielding 
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3

In digital electronics, the values of bits 
are determined by electric currents (or 
by charges that are subject to loss). The 
movement of charges is always accompa-
nied by heat loss. In spintronics a bit state 
is determined by the spin of electrons and 

the magnetization of the medium. Energy loss 
during a flip of the electron spin is insignificant, 
since its kinetic energy does not change, and 
the magnetization created by the spin current 
is maintained without a connection to a power 
source. Therefore, spintronics has the potential 
to radically reduce the energy requirements of 
chips, preserving Moore’s Law for the foreseeable 
future. In addition, spintronics opens up opportu-
nities to increase the working frequency of elec-
tronic devices by 1-2 orders of magnitude, since 
reversing spin in an external field takes only a 
few picoseconds. This is also closely related to 
the possibility of applying spintronic devices to 
the generation and detection of microwaves. 

The RQC’s Role 
For many potential applications, spintronic tech-
nology has yet to reach the level of commercial 

application. For example, non-volatile magneto-
resistive memory (MRAM) with spin control is 
unreliable, and spintronic microwave generators 
lack sufficient power. The RQC developer team, 
lead by Konstantin Zvezdin, aims to overcome 
these obstacles by developing and implementing 
a range of spintronic devices based on magnetic 
tunnel contacts and controlled using spin currents.

The new MRAM cell design will be based on 
the use of new materials with giant spin-orbit 
intaraction for read-write technology that 
allows the power consumption of memory to be 
reduced by an order of magnitude in compari-
son with other spintronic solutions. In the area 
of microwave devices, the same basic spintronic 
structure will serve as a generator as well as 
detector of microwaves in a wide frequency 
band (from hundreds of megahertz to tens of 
gigahertz). But the most remarkable thing is 
that the basic structure of microwave devices 
is fundamentally similar to MRAM cell devices, 
which creates the possibility of implementing a 
multi-layer, fully spintronic chip with a wireless 
communication system.

Modern electronics is approaching the limit of miniaturization  For about 10 years the working 
frequency of processors has been frozen in the vicinity of 3 5 GHz  The growth in computing 
power is facilitated by a decrease in the size of and an increase in the number of elements on 
chips  The density of energy in them is already comparable to the level in a nuclear reactor  
Continued progress in computing technology demands a transition to new physical principles – 
in particular, the creation of nano-electronics based on the use of an electron’s spin as well as 
its charge, which can be transmitted with practically no energy loss 

Memory and Wireless 
Communication 
of the Future

2011
The laboratory prototype 
of the MgO tunnel contact 
spin diode is created

2013
The software package 
SpinPM is developed for the 
micro-magnetic modeling of 
spintronic devices

January 2015
Official start of the project

Summer 2015
Development 
of the design of 
new spintronic 
devices

e-

charge

μ

spin
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2017
Manufacture of 
prototypes and 
preparation for 
production of a pilot 
batch of spintronic 
devices

One of the chief difficulties in developing spin-
tronic devices is the complexity of spintronic 
research. Analytical methods generally do not 
work, experiments are made difficult by the very 
rapid dynamics of magnetization, and calcula-
tions based on primary principles of quantum 
mechanics are extremely time-consuming. A 
compromise is the micro-magnetic approach to 
numerical modeling of magnetization dynamics, 
in which equations of the movement of magnetic 
moments are solved on a grid of cells on the 
nanometer scale. Here the group has a special 
advantage due to the software package SpinPM 
created by the authors, which is one of the 
most powerful tools in the world for modeling 
multi-layer spintronic structures of a different 
geometry. 

The first stage of the project will be to develop 
a set of magnetic stack designs, that is, suitable 
configurations of nano-layers. Then these stacks 
will be manufactured by the magnetron sputter-

i

Terminology 
Spin – a quantum characteristic of an electron that assumes a value 
of “up” or “down” and is associated with the magnetic moment.

Spintronics – the area of quantum electronics that deals with spin 
currents in solids.

Spin current – a flow of electrons, the spins of which have a pre-
dominant orientation and therefore may interact with a magnetic field 
and influence the magnetic properties of a substance.

Chargeless spin current – a spin transport that is not accompanied 
by a transport of charge, for example, during opposing flows of elec-
trons with opposite spin-polarization.

Magnetic tunnel contact – a thin (~1 nm) dielectric layer between 
two ferromagnetic layers, the magnetization of one of which may 
change direction.

Tunnel magnetoresistance effect – the dependence of a magnetic 
tunnel contact’s resistance on the inter-orientation of the surrounding 
ferromagnetic layers’ magnetization. Modern HDD and MRAM operate 
on this principle.

Late 2015
Manufacture of pilot 
laboratory samples of 
spintronic structures

Summer 2016
Characterization of 

samples on the basis of 
the Heterostructures and 
Spintronics Laboratory of 

MIPhT

ing method in an ultra-high vacuum, for which 
there is already an agreement with National 
Taiwan University. Next tunnel structures with a 
size of approximately 50 nm will be generated 
on the stacks by lithographic methods, which will 
be investigated experimentally and optimized 
using numerical models. 

Prospects
The project’s authors already developed pro-
totype spin diode based on MgO tunnel con-
tacts, which can be used as a basis to produce 
samples of similar devices for R&D companies. 
Another product will be licenses to specialized 
software for designing spintronic devices. The 
result of the project will be the creation at the 
RQC center of spintronic devices and preparation 
of commercial MRAM memory (RAM and stor-
age) and microwave devices for such areas as 
radio frequency identification (RFID), collecting 
energy in the radio frequency spectrum, and 
wireless energy transmission.

Fall 2016
Optimization of the 
design to improve 
devices’ parameters
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The coherent Raman spectroscopy 
method can instantaneously deter-
mine molecular composition without 
damaging the sample. Under the 
effect of properly tuned laser 
radiation, each type of molecular 

structure announces its presence by responding 
to defined resonant frequency differences that 
correspond to sets of molecular energy levels.

The current instrumentation for similar analysis is 
made up of massive and energy-consu ming laser 
equipment that can only be used in specialized 
laboratory conditions. In 2015 the RQC initiated 
the development of compact and economic lasers, 
which capitalize on numerous innovations to take 
the coherent Raman technology out of experimen-
tal laboratories and into the broader market.

The capabilities of coherent Raman spectro-
scopy will be in demand by biological research 
applications for the non-destructive visualization 
of processes within living cells, by medicine for 
rapid analysis, by the diagnostic of nanostruc-
tural materials, and by forensics for chemical 
analysis. The project allows Raman microscopes 
to be created that yield hyperspectral images 
with sub-micron resolution, that is, to take the 

Coherent Raman 
Spectroscopy
FemtoVision LLC company, founded in collaboration with the RQC under the management 
of Sergei Nikitin in collaboration with Prof  Aleksei Zheltikov, is creating a new generation of 
optical microspectroscopy systems  Coherent Raman Spectroscopy has required large, immobile 
equipment until now  Recent advances in quantum technologies have unlocked new possibilities 
to replace such unwieldy equipment with compact devices, thereby allowing this technology to 
find numerous applications in medical, industrial, scientific, and law-enforcement organizations  
The new apparatus, being built at the RQC based on three decades of experimental expertise 
in coherent Raman microscopy, can determine in real time the chemical composition and 
distribution of various substances on the surface and in the bulk of an examined sample 

CARS: an example 
of the coherent 
Raman process
When interacting with a molecule, a photon 
can scatter elastically without changing its 
energy, but may transfer some of its energy 
to the molecule, causing it to transition into 
an excited state. If the molecule is already 
excited, then the photon may experience the 
reverse effect, by absorbing molecular vibra-
tional energy, thus increasing its frequency. 
The energy changes during such inelastic 
(Raman) scattering can be used for molecule 
identification. However, Raman scattering 
occurs rarely, and it is difficult to observe 
brighter background. To enhance the effect, 
the studied sample is “pumped” by laser radi-
ation selected so that many targeted mole-
cules are excited to the vibration state, and 
then the probe laser beam “collects” energy 
from all of the excited molecules. This tech-
nique, called Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman 
Spectroscopy (CARS), increases the sensitivity 
of the method by an order of magnitude.
In order to take the Raman spectrum and 

detect the presence of certain molecular 
structures, the sample must be laser pumped 
in a sufficiently broad frequency range. This 
requires tunable broadband lasers, but they 
are currently expensive and complicated to 
use. This places a substantial limitation on 
the practical application of CARS.

3

March 2015
Start of the project

September 2015
Numerical modeling of 
the influence of the phase 
properties of ultra-short  
laser pulses on the Raman 
response in different 
environments

December 2015
Laboratory experiments on optical 
sensing and microspectroscopy
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Raman spectrum at each point in a two-dimen-
sional image and determine chemical composi-
tion from this information.

The RQC’s Contribution
The main obstacle to the broad application of 
coherent Raman spectroscopy lies in the steep 
requirements on lasers’ characteristics in order 
to probe samples. A high peak intensity is 
required for a distinct non-linear optical signal. 
However, the average power must not exceed a 
few dozen milliwatts in order to avoid sample 
damage. The solution lies in using very short 
pulses (30-10000 fs). For biomedical applica-
tions, the laser must operate in the near-infra-
red (700-1400 nm) with the tuning range of 
200-300 nm.

These characteristics are provided by  
titanium-sapphire and chromium-forsterite lasers. 
However, they demand complicated and very 
expensive pumping lasers with reduced efficiency, 
which greatly narrows their area of application. 
Employees of the RQC have proposed a method 
to overcome this difficulty. The method allows 
creating compact Raman spectroscopy apparatus. 
It is sharply lowers the cost, improves efficiency 
and gets rid of expensive cooling systems.

Coherent Raman 
Spectroscopy

What is hyperspectral 
imaging

A normal color photo taken by a digital camera 
consists of three bands of light in the visible 

range – red, green, and blue.  
These bands are sufficient to  
generate all visible colors. However, 
for purposes of research, it is often 
useful to use not three bands, but 
hundreds of bands, giving each pixel 
in an image its own brightness within 
each of these bands. The result of 
such a measurement is a “hyper-
spectral cube”, where the intensity 
changes in three dimensions – two 
spatial dimensions, and one spectral 
dimension. Such a hypercube can be 
analyzed in order to determine the 

precise chemical composition of every single 
“geometric” pixel of the image.

September 2016
Algorithms for real 
time processing 
of Raman spectra

December 2016 
Experimental prototype 
for optical Raman 
microdiagnostics

March 2016
Prototype of the 
broadband laser source

June 2016
Commercial sample of 
the broadband laser 
source

2017
Commercial sample of an 

integrated system for Raman 
microdiagnostics

The directors of the project at the RQC, Sergei 
Nikitin and Alexey Zheltikov, have been working 
in the field of coherent Raman spectroscopy for 
three decades, with the first experiments in this 
field published by the Moscow State University 
group back in 1986. Recently implemented 
projects include a prototype CARS spectrometer 
with a chromium- 
forsterite laser and photonic crystal fibers that 
transform the spectrum of laser radiation. This 
has already been used at MSU to study the brain 
tissue of laboratory animals.

According to the project roadmap, already by 
mid-2016 a commercial sample of the broad-
band laser will be ready for marketing, and in 
2017 a sample integrated system for optical 
microdiagnostics method will be produced.

i
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4 EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

The second conference ICQT, was 
held on July 20-24, 2013 and 
attracted more than one hundred 
leading scientists from around the 
globe, now with participants from 
15 countries. During the five days 

of the conference, 38 plenary lectures on the 
latest achievements in quantum physics and 
technology, as well as more than 50 poster 
presentations, were presented. The main topics 
of the conference were: quantum information 
processing, quantum optics, physics of ultra-cold 
atoms, applications of quantum technologies 
to metrology, data transfer and designing new 
materials, as well as fundamental problems of 
quantum physics.

The Minister of Education and Science, Dmitri 
Livanov, while participating in the expert panel 

International Conference 
on Quantum Technologies 
in Moscow
Every two years the Russian Quantum Center organizes a major scientific conference in 
Moscow — the International Conference on Quantum Technologies  The first conference, 
ICQT-2011, took place in Moscow in July of 2011  More than 80 scientists from ten countries 
participated in the conference  The majority of presenters were recognized scholars in 
quantum technology research, including professors from Harvard, Yale, Oxford, MIT and 
directors of international research centers  It was the first time such a major conerence, well 
represented by the quantum technology research community, was held in Russia 

discussion on the potential commercialization of 
the results of fundamental research in quantum 
physics, stated that the Russian Quantum Center 
will be a model for the interaction of science, 
business and the government.
The format of the conference allowed leading 
Russian and international scientists to effectively 
exchange ideas and work out plans for collabo-
ration. The meeting was also attended by many 
young Russian scientists. 

The series of public events during the conference 
is designed to convey the importance of devel-
oping quantum technologies to representatives 
of government, business, the media, and the 
general public. 

The Third International Conference on Quantum 
Technologies opens July 13, 2015.

The Russian Quantum Center 
will be a model for the 
interaction of science, 
business and the government

QUOTE

Dmitri Livanov  
Minister of Education and Science

Serguei Beloussov talks with 
Dmitry Livanov at ICQT-2013
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Alexander Lvovsky RQC; University of Calgary,  
Canada

Quantum optics

Alexei Ustinov RQC; Karlsruhe Institute  
of Technology, Germany

Solid-state nanostructures and quantum 
computation devices

Alexander Holevo Steklov Mathematical Institute  
of RAS, Russia

Fundamentals of Quantum Information Theory

Dmitry Abanin Perimeter Institute  
for Theoretical Physics, Canada

Introduction to modern condensed  
matter physics

Georgy Shlyapnikov RQC; University of Amsterdam,  
Netherlands

Ultracold Quantum Gases. Part I. 
Bose-condensed gases

Ultracold Quantum Gases. Part II.  
Fermi degenerate gases

Andrey Varlamov “Tor Vergata” university, Italy
Superconductivity and Fluctuation  
Phenomena in Superconductors

Alexey Kavokin RQC; University of Southampton, UK
Bose-Einstein condensation of Excitons  
and Exciton-Polaritons

Boris Krippa University of Manchester, UK

Introduction to the theory and applications  
of the renormalization group method

Introduction to the effective  
quantum field theory

Advanced research and technological development require highly skilled specialists  
That’s why the RQC is offering science courses for upper level undergraduate and 
graduate students to bring them right up to the cutting edge of research in quantum 
technologies  The courses are taught by the leaders of the RQC’s research groups, as well 
as by invited experts in quantum physics 

Quantum Physics 
Lecture Courses
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4 EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

The RQC regularly holds seminars on quantum physics and quantum technologies to 
introduce undergraduate and graduate students into actual problems and methods   
Since 2013 about 30 such seminars were organized, not including Spring Schools 

RQC Seminars and 
Summer Schools

Alexei Sokolov Texas A&M University Advanced Quantum Widgets

Alexandra Boltasseva Purdue University Quantum Widgets

Barry Sanders University of Calgary Universal quantum simulation

Evgeni Il'ichev Institute of Photonic  
Technology (IPHT), Jena, Germany

Coherent phenomena in Josephson qubits

Natalia Berloff Skoltech
Seeing quantum mechanics by the naked eye: 
Pattern formation in exciton-polariton condensates

Alexander Nizovtsev B.I. Stepanov Institute of Physics, National 
Academy of Sciences of Belarus, Minsk

NV-centers in diamond: quantum-chemical 
modelling of fine interactions spinal systems 
14NV-13C, theory and experiment

Martin Weitz University of Bonn Quantum physics with cold photons and atoms

Irina Novikova Department of Physics College  
of William&Mary

Optical Measurements beyond Quantum Limit

Alexander Holevo Steklov Mathematical Institute /  
Russian Quantum Center

Information Capacities Of Hybrid Communication 
Channels

Bruno Sanguinetti University of Geneva, Senior Researcher
“Can one see entanglement?” and other 
applications of quantum cloning

Spring Schools
Apart from the regular seminar, two Spring Schools were organized by RCQ in 2013 and 2014. These schools brought together 
senior scientists of international reputation, graduate students as well as young and postdoctoral researchers from Russia engaged 
in the field of quantum technologies and quantum optics. The leading physicists gave by 20 lectures and seminars over the course 
of five days of each School. The Spring Schools were an excellent opportunities for young Russian researchers to get an introduction 
and an overview over fast developing directions of modern physics and potentially define their future research careers.

• Timothy Duty, University of New South Wales,  
Sydney, Australia 

• Michail Gorodetsky, Moscow State University, Russia 
• Farid Khalili, Moscow State University, Russia 
• Eugene Polzik, Niels Bohr Institutet  

Københavns Universitet, Denmark 
• Oleg Astafiev, RIKEN and NEC Basic  

Research Laboratory, Japan 

• Richard Miles, Princeton University, USA 
• Juergen Popp, Friedrich Schiller University  

of Jena, Jena, Germany 
• John Doyle, Harvard University 
• Sergey Moiseev, Kazan Institute of Informatics 
• Vladimir Shalaev, Purdue University

2013 Spring School Speakers

2013
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Boris Krippa University of Manchester
Functional Renormalisation Group and many-
fermion systems; from cold atoms to nuclear/quark 
matter

Alex Kuzmich Georgia Institute of Technology
Quantum memory, single photons,  
and a nuclear clock

Dmitriy Kupriyanov St.-Petersburg State-Polytechnic University
Coherent control of light transport in disordered 
atomic systems

Gerd Leuchs Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light 
Crystalline whispering gallery resonators for 
quantum and nonlinear optics 

Pedro Ribeiro Centro de Física das Interações Fundamentais, 
Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa

Local quantum critical systems — Response 
functions and transport in- and out-of-equilibrium

Aephraim M. Steinberg University of Toronto
Experimental measurement tradeoffs, from 
Heisenberg to Aharonov to quantum data 
compression

Rudolf Grimm Institute of Quantum Optics  
and Quantum Information

Ultracold few-body physics

Monique Combescot Université Pierre et Marie Curie Quantum condensation of composite bosons

Elena Kuznetsova Institute of Applied Physics RAS
Trapping and controlling a single atom in  
a one-dimensional photonic crystal

George Robert Welch Texas A&M University, College Station
Signal Enhancement and Background  
Suppression of coherent

Ferenc Krausz Max Planck Institute of Quantum Optics in 
Garching, Germany

Real-Time Observation and Control of Electron 
Motion

Vadim Makarov University of Waterloo Quantum hacking

Manfred Bayer Technische Universität Dortmund
Spins in quantum dots: a hardware platform for 
quantum information technologies?

Yuri Gusev Albert Einstein Institute Thermal radiation of finite size emitters

Ivan Shelykh Nanyang Technological University Optical analogs of Aharonov-Bohm effect

Tobias Kippenberg École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne
Cavity Quantum Optomechanics with Optical 
Microresonator

Maxim Yu. Kagan Kapitza Institute for Physical Problems
The Kohn-Luttinger effect and anomalous pairing in 
novel superconductive and superfluid systems

Marlan Scully Texas A&M University
Remote Detection via Quantum Coherence.

Single Photon Super and Subradiance

• Mirko Lobino, Griffith University, Australia
• Maciej Lewenstein, The Institute  

of Photonic Scienses (ICFO), Spain
• Harald Giessen, University of Stuttgart, Germany
• Dominik Schneble, Stony Brook University, USA
• Albert Schliesser, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
• Stephan Schiller, Heinrich-Heine-Universität  

Düsseldorf, Germany

• Vasiliy Klimov, Lebedev Physical Institute (LPI RAS), Russia
• Mikhail Gorodеzky, Lomonosov  

Moscow State University (MSU), Russia
• Igor Ryabtsev, Rzhanov Institute of Semiconductor  

Physics (IPS SRAS), Russia
• Valery Yudin, Novosibirsk State University (NSU), Russia

2014 Spring School Speakers

2015

2014
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Thepracticum was focused on the appli-
cation of a single-frequency tunable 

semiconductor laser integrated with modern 
computerized measuring equipment for precision 
Doppler-free spectroscopy. The subject of the 
work was the hyperfine structure of D2 line tran-
sition in Cesium atoms measured using saturation 
absorption spectroscopy. Students observed the 
dependence of atomic optical transition linewidth 
on laser power, measured the value of hyperfine 

Lab Work for Students
In 2013-15 the Russian Quantum Center started the laboratory practicum for undergraduate 
and graduate students  In addition to the considerable number of students working at the 
RQC, this practicum was attended by several dozen students from the leading Moscow 
educational institutions such as MIPT, Lomonosov MSU, Bauman MSTU, МEPhI, and MIS&S 

The lab work was organized very impressively. There was time to 
prepare independently and work through the material, especially 
for those for whom the topic was new. This was followed by a 
substantive discussion with you, which gives you an opportunity 
to fill in all the gaps in understanding and obtain a better grasp 
of the material. The components of the device itself were very easy 
to use, adjusting them was easy even for a person encountering 
them for the first time, and a camera was provided to speed up the 
process. All the measurement devices are connected to a computer 
interface that can save data, screenshots, and measurements. The 
result is interesting lab work adapted to modern realities, in which 
regard the theme itself is very interesting and includes a very broad 
spectrum of scientific questions.

Mikhail Tarabrin

I am extremely happy that I had the chance 
to participate in this lab work. I can say 
that this was one of the highlights of the 
last two or three months. Despite my weak 
preparation in atomic physics, you explained 
everything to me clearly. At first I thought 
that I would not have the chance to touch 
the elements of the device, and I would have 
to watch everything from far away. But 
my fears were unfounded. Thank you very 
much, RQC, for a job well done!

Akmarov Konstantin

My impressions of the lab work are very positive, everything was 
clearly and logically presented and described, although this is not 
really my specialty. The booklet with a description of the laboratory 
work was written in detail with a great number of formulas, all the 
calculations were clear. The work itself was logically structured and 
sequenced. I myself do not work in spectroscopic studies, but here 
everything was at the visible level.

Alexey Blatov

splitting, observed the formation of crossover res-
onances, etc. The practicum received quite positive 
and constructive feedback from the students who 
attended it.

The laboratory practicum was organized 
by RQC external fellow Vladimir Velichansky 
and RQC Principal Investigator Alexey 
Akimov and managed by RQC researcher 
Sergei Nikitin.

4 EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
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In the book “The Beginning 
of Infinity: Exhalations 

That Transform the World” David 
Deutsch develops the ideas in his first 
book, focusing on the priority of the 
explanatory function of science over 
its predictive function. As one of the 
most important illustrations of this 
thesis, Deutsch poses the problem 
of interpreting quantum mechanics. 
Many physicists consider it to be phil-
osophical and not scientific, insofar as 
the outcome of physics experiments 
can be predicted without it by simply 
relying on the mathematics of the 
quantum theory. However, Deutsch 
shows that it is the search for the 
best explanations itself that advances 
civilization and gives hope for over-
coming crises, however serious, in the 
infinite future. 

Popular Science Books
In 2013 the RQC began to support publication of popular science books that present 
quantum physics to the general public  In this area, our collaboration with the Russian 
Publishing House “Alpine Nonfiction” was very successful  The RQC’s contribution 
included high quality science editing of the translations of books into Russian and targeted 
promoting the books among the appropriate audiences 

The first book was “Program-
ming the Universe: 

A Quantum Computer Scientist 
Takes on the Cosmos” by the well-
known American physicist Seth Lloyd, 
which proves that the entire Universe 
may be viewed as a single, colossal 
quantum computer, and that quantum 
computing lies at the very foundations 
of life and consciousness. The publica-
tion of the book received widespread 
attention thanks to Seth Lloyd’s public 
lecture organized by the RQC during the 
International Conference on Quantum 
Technologies 2013. 

In 2014, with the support of the RQC, Russian translations of two popular 
science books by the well-known British theoretical physicist, David 
Deutsch, were published, in which quantum computing and the multiverse 
interpretation of quantum mechanics are put in the broad philosophical 
context of the development of science.

These books are published with 
support of Victor Orlovsky, Senior 
Vice-President “Sberbank” JSC, 
and Serguei Beloussov, CEO of 
software company Acronis and 
Senior Partner of venture fund 
Runa Capital.

In the book “The Fabric of Real-
ity: The Science of Parallel 

Universes – and Its Implications” 
Deutsch argues that quantum mechan-
ics, within the many-worlds interpre-
tation of Hugh Everett, is one of the 
four strands that make up the fabric 
of reality, along with the Karl Popper’s 
epistemology, the Alan Turing’s theory 
of computation, and Richard Dawkins’s 
refinement of Darwinian evolutionary 
theory. Moreover, the significance of 
quantum mechanics is determined 
not only by the fact that it is the best 
explaination of physical phenomena, 
but also because it provides strong 
evidence for the many-worlds nature 
of the universe. It is the parallel nature 
of computations in the multiverse that 
is responsible for the expected colossal 
performance of quantum computers. 

2013 2014

Lab Work for Students
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
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LISTS & FIGURES5
List of publications
2012-2015

 1] Superconducting Quantum 
Circuits group

  Alexey Ustinov

 2015
‣	D.S.	Shapiro,	P.	Macha,	A.N.	Rubtsov,		
A.V.	Ustinov	

 Dispersive response of a disordered 
superconducting quantum metamaterial

 Photonics 2(2): 449
 arXiv:1504.01634.
‣	 S.T.	Skacel,	Ch.	Kaiser,	S.	Wuensch,		
H.	Rotzinger,	A.	Lukashenko,	M.	Jerger,		
G.	Weiss,	M.	Siegel,	A.	V.	Ustinov

 Probing the density of states of two-level 
tunneling systems in silicon oxide films 
using superconducting lumped element 
resonators

 Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 022603.
‣	 A.V.	Shcherbakova,	K.G.	Fedorov,		
K.V.	Shulga,	V.V.	Ryazanov,	V.V.	Bolginov,	
V.A.	Oboznov,	S.V.	Egorov,	V.O.	Shkol-
nikov,	M.J.	Wolf,	D.	Beckmann,	A.V.	Usti-
nov

 Fabrication and measurements  
of hybrid Nb/Al Josephson junctions and 
flux qubits withπ-shifters

 Supercond. Sci. Technol. 28: 025009.
‣	 A.	Ustinov
 Experiments with tunable superconduct-

ing metamaterials
 IEEE Trans. Terahertz Sci. Technol. 5(1): 22.

 2014
‣	 S.	Butz,	A.K.	Feofanov,	K.G.	Fedorov,	
H.	Rotzinger,	A.U.	Thomann,	B.	Mack-
rodt,	R.	Dolata,	V.B.	Geshkenbein,	
G.	Blatter,	A.V.	Ustinov

 Flux-dependent crossover between quan-
tum and classical behavior in a dc-SQUID

 Phys. Rev. Lett. 113(24): 247005.
‣	 P.	Macha,	G.	Oelsner,	J.M.	Reiner,	
M.	Marthaler,	S.	Andre,	G.	Schon,	
U.	Hubner,	H.G.	Meyer,	E.	Il’ichev,	
A.V.	Ustinov

 Implementation of a quantum metama-
terial using superconducting qubits

 Nature Communications 5: 5146.
‣	 A.S.	Averkin,	A.	Karpov,	K.	Shulga,	

E.	Glushkov,	N.	Abramov,	U.	Huebner,	
E.	Il’ichev,	A.V.	Ustinov

 Broadband sample holder for microwave 
spectroscopy of superconducting qubits

 Rev. Sci. Instrum 85: 104702.
‣	 H.	Rotzinger,	S.	T.	Skacel,	M.	Pfirrmann,	
J.	N.	Voss,	J.	Munzberg,	S	Probst,	
P.	Bushev,	M.	P.	Weides,	A.	V.	Ustinov,	
J.	E.	Mooij

 Sputter deposited aluminium-oxide for 
superconducting high kinetic inductance 
circuits

 arXiv:1408.4347v2.
‣	 T.E.	Golikova,	M.J.	Wolf,	D.	Beckmann,	
I.E.	Batov,	I.V.	Bobkova,	A.M.	Bobkov,	
V.V.	Ryazanov

 Nonlocal supercurrent in mesoscopic 
multiterminal SNS Josephson junction in 
the low-temperature limit

 Phys. Rev. B 89(10): 104507.
‣	 Juan	J.	Mazo,	Alexey	V.	Ustinov
 The sine-Gordon Equation in Joseph-

son-Junction Arrays
 J. Cuevas-Maraver et al. (eds.), The 

sine-Gordon model and its applications, 
nonlinear systems and complexity 10: 
1-30 

‣	 P.	Jung,	A.V.	Ustinov	and	S.M.	Anlage
 Progress in superconducting metamateri-

als
 Supercond. Sci. Technol. 27: 073001.
‣	 K.G.	Fedorov,	A.V.	Shcherbakova,	
M.J.	Wolf,	D.	Beckmann,	A.V.	Ustinov

 Fluxon readout of a superconducting 
qubit

 Phys. Rev. Lett. 112: 160502.

 2013
‣	 J.	Zimmer,	V.	Vogt,	A.	Fiebig,	S.V.	Syz-
ranov,	A.	Lukashenko,	R.	Schafer,	
H.	Rotzinger,	A.	Shnirman,	M.	Marthaler,	
A.V.	Ustinov

 Thermally activated conductance in 
arrays of small Josephson junctions

 Phys. Rev. B 88: 144506.
‣	 K.G.	Fedorov,	A.V.	Shcherbakova,	
R.	Schafer, A.V. Ustinov

 Josephson vortex coupled to a flux qubit
 Appl. Phys. Lett. 102: 132602.

 2] Coherent Microoptics and 
Radiophotonics group

  Michael Gorodetsky

 2015
‣	 Y.V.	Kartashov,	B.A.	Malomed,	V.V.	Kono-
top,	V.E.	Lobanov,	L.Torner,	

 Stabilization of spatiotemporal solitons in 
Kerr media by dispersive coupling

 Opt. Lett. 40: 1045.
‣	 V.E.	Lobanov,	O.V.	Borovkova,	V.A.	Vys-
loukh

 Anderson localization of multichannel 
excitations in disordered two-dimensional 
waveguide arrays

 Europhys. Lett. 109: 54001.
‣	 V.E.	Lobanov,	G.	Lihachev,	T.	J.	Kippen-
berg,	M.L.	Gorodetsky

 Frequency combs and platicons in optical 
microresonators with normal GVD

 Opt. Express 23(6): 7713
 arXiv:1501.07450.

 2014
‣	 V.E.	Lobanov,	O.V.	Borovkova,	Y.V.	Kar-
tashov,	A.	Szameit,	

 Spatio-temporal hybrid Anderson locali-
zation

 Europhys. Lett. 108: 64002.
‣	М.Л.	Городецкий,	Ю.А.	Демченко,	
Д.Ф.	Зайцев,	В.Н.	Крутиков,	
Ю.М.	Золотаревский,	В.Л.	Лясковский

 Высокодобротные оптические 
микрорезонаторы с модами типа 
шепчущей галереи и их применение в 
прецизионных измерениях

 Метрология № 12: 22.
‣	 V.E.	Lobanov et	al., Phys. Rev. A 90(5): 

53820 (see sect. 2).
‣	 T.	Herr,	V.	Brasch,	J.D.	Jost,	I.	Mirgorods-
kiy,	G.	Lihachev,	T.J.	Kippenberg

 Mode spectrum and temporal soliton 
formation in optical microresonators

 Phys. Rev. Lett. 113(12): 123901.

 2013
‣	 T.	Herr,	V.	Brasch,	J.D.	Jost,	C.Y.	Wang,	
N.M.	Kondratiev,	M.	Gorodetsky,	T.J.	Kip-
penberg

 Temporal solitons in optical  
microresonators

 Nature Photonics 8: 145.
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‣	 Y.A.	Demchenko
 Analytical estimates of eigenfrequencies, 

dispersion, and field distribution in whis-
pering gallery resonators

 J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 30(11): 3056.

 3] Magnetooptics, Plasmonics 
And Nanophotonics group

 Vladimir Belotelov

 2015
‣	 V.E.	Lobanov	et al., Europhys. Lett. 109: 

54001 (see sect. 2). 
‣	N.E.	Khokhlov,	A.R.	Prokopov,	
A.N.	Shaposhnikov,	V.N.	Berzhansky,	
M.A.	Kozhaev,	S.N.	Andreev,	Ajith	P	
Ravishankar,	Achanta	Venu	Gopal,	
D.A.	Bykov,	A.K.	Zvezdin,	V.I.	Belotelov,

 Photonic crystals with plasmonic patterns: 
novel type of the heterostructures for 
enhanced magneto-optical activity

 J. Phys. D 48: 095001.
‣	 A.N.	Kuz’michev,	L.E.	Kreilkamp,	M.	Nur-
E-Alam,	E.	Bezus,	M.	Vasiliev,	I.A.	Aki-
mov,	K.	Alameh,	M.	Bayer,	V.I.	Belotelov,

 Tunable optical nanocavity of iron-garnet 
with a buried metal layer

 Materials 8(6): 3012. 
‣	 П.М.	Ветошко,	А.К.	Звездин,	
В.А.	Скирданов,	И.И.	Сыворотка,	
И.М.	Сыворотка,	В.И.	Белотелов,	

 Влияние профиля дискового магнит-
ного элемента на поле насыщения и 
шум магнитомодуляционного сенсора 
магнитного поля

 Письма в ЖТФ 41(9): 103.

 2014
‣	 V.E.	Lobanov et al., Europhys. Lett. 108, 

64002 (see sect. 2). 
‣	N.E.	Khokhlov,	D.O.	Ignatyeva,	
V.I.	Belotelov

 Plasmonic pulse shaping and velocity 
control via photoexcitation of electrons in 
a gold film

 Opt. Express 22(23): 28019-28026.
‣	 A.M.	Shikin,	A.A.	Rybkina,	A.G.	Rybkin,	
I.I.	Klimovskikh,	P.N.	Skirdkov,	K.A.	Zvez-
din,	A.K.	Zvezdin,

 Spin current formation at graphene/Pt 
interface for magnetization manipulation 
in magnetic nanodots

 Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 042407. 
‣	N.E.	Khokhlov,	D.O.	Ignatyeva,	
V.I.	Belotelov,	A.P.	Sukhorukov,

 Control of the shape and velocity of 
surface plasmon-polaritons by means of 
electron photoexcitation in a metal

 Memoirs of the Faculty of Physics of 
Lomonosov Moscow State University 
(Uchenie Zapiski Fizicheskogo Fakulteta 
MGU) 4, 144336 (in Russian). 

‣	 A.V.	Maslova,	D.O.	Ignatyeva,	
V.E.	Lobanov,	A.P.	Sukhorukov,	

 Control of spatial solitons using localized 
nonlinear defects of different shape

 Memoirs of the Faculty of Physics of 
Lomonosov Moscow State University 
(Uchenie Zapiski Fizicheskogo Fakulteta 
MGU) 4, 144347 (in Russian).

‣	 V.E.	Lobanov,	O.V.	Borovkova,	
B.A.	Malomed

 Dissipative quadratic solitons supported 
by a localized gain

 Phys. Rev. A 90(5): 53820.
‣	 A.N.	Kalish,	D.O.	Ignatyeva,	
V.I.	Belotelov,	L.E.	Kreilkamp,	I.A.	Aki-
mov,	A.V.	Gopal,	M.	Bayer,	A.P.	Sukhoru-
kov

 Transformation of mode polarization in 
gyrotropic plasmonic waveguides

 Laser Phys. 24(9): 094006.
‣	 A.M.	Shikin,	A.A.	Rybkina,	A.G.	Rybkin,	
I.I.	Klimovskikh,	P.N.	Skirdkov,	K.A.	Zvez-
din,	A.K.	Zvezdin

 Spin current formation at the graphene/Pt 
interface for magnetization manipulation 
in magnetic nanodots

 Appl. Phys. Lett. 105(4): 42407.
‣	N.A.	Gusev,	V.I.	Belotelov,	A.K.	Zvezdin
 Surface plasmons in nanowires with 

toroidal magnetic structure
 Opt. Lett. 39(14): 4108.
‣	D.O.	Ignatyeva,	A.P.	Sukhorukov
 Femtosecond-pulse control in nonlinear 

plasmonic systems
 Phys. Rev. A 89(1): 013850.
‣	 V.I.	Belotelov,	L.E.	Kreilkamp,	
A.N.	Kalish,	I.A.	Akimov,	D.A.	Bykov,	
S.	Kasture,	V.J.	Yallapragada,	A.V.	Gopal,	
A.M.	Grishin,	S.I.	Khartsev,	M.	Nur-E-
Alam,	M.	Vasiliev,	L.L.	Doskolovich,	
D.R.	Yakovlev,	K.	Alameh,	A.K.	Zvezdin,	
M.	Bayer
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